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Abstract:
Verotoxigenic Escherichia coli (VTEC) is a serious gastrointestinal pathogen associated
with morbidity and mortality in the first world, as accentuated by the O104 VTEC
outbreak in Germany in 2011. Molecular detection of Verotoxin (VT) has increased the
detection of VTEC across Europe however, Ireland still has the highest incidence and
isolation is still a key step in the confirmation of infection and the control and
prevention of outbreaks. Currently no standard protocol exists for the detection,
isolation and characterisation of non-O157 VTEC and it is feared that due to this that the
prevalence of VTEC is under-reported. This body of research aims to validate a
retrospective isolation method for all VTEC serotypes and to characterise the isolates
found in the Cork region.
Retrospective isolation of VT positive samples (n=98) from frozen aliquots involved
overnight enrichment in EntericBio broth at 37°C, followed by dual culture of enriched
faeces and Immunomagnetic separation (IMS) suspension on MacConkey agar (without
salt) and CHROMagar STEC. The total isolation rate was 80.6% (n=79) of which IMS
attributed to 20.3% of the isolates. Of the 79 isolates recovered, 16.6% were not isolated
by the VTEC-NRL. Isolates were characterised by serotyping, biochemical profiling and
antibiotic susceptibility testing. The serotypes seen were O157 (35.4%), O26 (21.5%),
O103 (3.8%), O111 (10.1%), O145 (8.9%) and non-groupable (20.3%). Sorbitol
fermentation was evident in 51.2% of all isolates, the fermentation of rhamnose was
seen in conjunction with sorbitol fermentation in O157 isolates and glucose
fermentation was infrequent across the serogroups. Resistance to at least 1 antibiotic
was high (44.9%) with 57.1% of all antibiotic resistant isolates being multi-resistant.
Epidemiological analysis for 2013 revealed an increase in incidence seen in the 21-40
year age group, a second earlier spike in incidence in April-May and a suspected
outbreak of O111 VTEC in the Cork region during the same year.
This thesis supports the hypothesis that VTEC is under-diagnosed and under reported,
and also that there is a higher prevalence of antibiotic resistance in human VTEC strains
than previously thought.
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1.0 Introduction:
Escherichia coli are commonly found as commensal bacteria in the intestines of
humans and most warm blooded animals (Bettelheim, 2007, Donnenberg and Whittam,
2001). For the most part, these organisms are non-pathogenic; however some strains do
possess virulence genes which are associated with the pathogenesis of numerous
illnesses and diseases in both humans and animals (Table 1.1). The main focus of this
review is the pathotype Verotoxigenic Escherichia coli (VTEC) also known as Shigatoxin producing Escherichia coli (STEC). VTEC produce at least one class of cytotoxin
known as Shiga toxins, named due to their similarity to the toxins produced by Shigella
dystenteriae (Gyles, 2007). Shiga toxins are also known as Verotoxins due to their
effect on Vero-cells as shown by Konowalchuk et al in 1977 (Smith and Scotland,
1988). The main reservoir of the pathogen has been reported to be ruminants,
particularly cattle, hence the main mechanism of infection is generally the faecal-oral
route, involving the contamination of food and water by cattle faeces, direct contact
with animals and person to person spread (McDonough et al., 2003).
Table 1.1: Characteristics of pathogenic E.coli seen in humans (Bloch, 2006).

VTEC is a serious public health concern owing to its propensity to cause lifethreatening complications, coupled with its low infectious dose of 10-100 viable cells
(FSAI, 2015, Kaur and Kerecuk, 2012). This pathogen is one of 6 E.coli pathotypes,
however infection with VTEC results in gastrointestinal illness, ranging from diarrhoea
to Haemorrhagic Colitis, which can progress to life threatening complications such as
Haemolytic Uraemic Syndrome (HUS) and Thrombotic Thrombocytopenic Purpura
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(TTP) (Karmali et al., 2010). HUS and TTP are most often associated with the bestknown serotype O157:H7; however it became apparent that non-O157 VTEC are also
responsible for the development of these conditions. It is estimated that 10% of VTEC
infections result in HUS, and that 90% of all HUS cases are as a direct result of VTEC
infection (Cheung and Trachtman, 2014).
Ireland has the highest incidence of VTEC cases reported in Europe with 8.99/100,000
reported in 2012 (EFSA and ECDC, 2014). VTEC has become a notifiable disease in
Ireland since the first of January 2012, while previously it was categorised as
Enterohaemorrhagic E. coli from 2004-2011 (HPSC, 2012a), before 2004, E.coli
infections came under the heading of food poisoning. The number of notified cases in
Ireland has increased dramatically in the last 10 years (Fig 1.1).

Fig 1.1: Number of VTEC cases seen in Ireland from 1999-2012 according to serogroup (HPSC,
2012e).

This increase can be attributed to both improved detection of VTEC (O157 and nonO157) and a true increase in the prevalence of the pathogen. VTEC can affect humans
of any age, but like most gastrointestinal diseases, infants and young children (0-4
years) are the most commonly affected age group in Ireland. In 2011 there were 285
cases of VTEC infection of which 136 were infants and young children (0-4 years)
(HPSC, 2012e).
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No figures are available for the economic impact of VTEC infection in Ireland,
however in the Netherlands in 2011the total cost to society was €9.1 million with 2,100
cases of gastroenteric symptoms of which 133 progressed to HUS and 3 to End stage
renal failure (Tariq et al., 2011) . The average individual lifetime cost of diahorreal
illness was €126, €25,713 for a case of HUS and €2.76 million for end stage kidney
disease (Tariq et al., 2011). The fact that in 2011 the Netherlands had an incidence of
6.27/100,000 population (Ireland 8.99/100,000) (EFSA and ECDC, 2014) can only give
an estimate of the economical impact on the Irish state.
In 2011 an outbreak of O104 VTEC occurred in Germany spreading to many countries
within Europe, Although the outbreak commenced in May 2011, by the end of June that
year, 4137 cases of infection with O104:H4 VTEC had occurred with 896 cases
progressing to HUS and 33 deaths (Wu et al., 2011). This serotype was previously
unseen and was found to be an Entroaggregative VTEC, with virulence factors from
both EAEC and VTEC (Wu et al., 2011). Considering the severity of illness and
number of deaths caused by a non-O157 VTEC in this outbreak, the need for optimised
methodology for the detection and isolation of all VTEC serotypes is highlighted. As
mentioned above, the levels of VTEC reported in Europe, especially Ireland have
increased substantially, partially due to enhanced methods of molecular detection for all
VTEC serotypes. However, no single method has been proposed for the detection or
isolation, characterisation and identification of all VTEC serotypes. Isolation is still the
key to the confirmation of diagnosis and for further epidemiological studies in order to
prevent the spread of infection and control outbreaks already in progress.
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2.0 Literature Review:
2.1 Brief History of VTEC.
Verotoxins were first described in 1977 when Konowalchuk and co-workers
determined that the toxin produced by some E.coli bore close resemblance to the Shiga
toxin produced by Shigella dysenteriae and that it had cytotoxic effects on Vero cells
(Cleary, 2004). Further research led to the discovery of variants of these Verotoxins
(Table 2.1). In the 1980s a link was established between a certain group of E.coli which
produced these toxins and bloody diarrhoea in children; this group of E.coli was named
Shiga like toxin producing E.coli (STEC) (Cleary, 2004). HUS was described in 1955
by Conrad von Gasser but it was not until later that the association between VTEC and
HUS was established by Karmali (1985). The Verotoxins, VT1 and VT2 also known as
Stx1 and Stx2, and their variants can occur in different combinations, and vary in their
ability to cause diarrhoea and the life threatening illness HUS (Bonnet et al, 1998,
Loirat et al, 2012). Other bacteria such as Citrobacter freundii and Enterobacter
cloacae have also been known to produce these toxins. Not all VTEC have the ability to
cause human illness, only a small subset, found in Enterohaemorrhagic E.coli (EHEC)
are associated with it. EHEC have attachment mechanisms similar to EPEC (Cleary,
2004). The most well-known EHEC is O157:H7 however other serotypes of importance
include; O111: NM, O26:H11, O103:H2, O91:H14, O111:H8 and some strains of
O157: H-. Over 380 serotypes have been described and have been not only isolated
from humans with gastrointestinal disease but also from animals such as cattle and
sheep, and environment samples (Karmali et al., 2010). However, the toxins produced
determine the severity of the disease in humans (Proulx et al., 2001). Strains that
produce Stx2 and Stx2c are associated with diarrhoea or HUS, Stx2d and Stx2e are
associated with diarrhoea while Stxf is non-pathogenic (Cleary, 2004).
2.2 Serotypes and Classification.
Serotyping of E. coli is based on the O, H and, infrequently the K antigen, although in
the case of VTEC only the O and H antigens are identified. The O antigen is determined
according the polysaccharide portion of the bacteria cell well, while the H antigen is
associated with flagellar protein (Gyles, 2007). There are at least 174 O antigens and 53
H antigens which vary in their combinations (Gyles, 2007). To date there is more than
10

380 different serotypes which have been associated with gastrointestinal infection in
humans (Karmali et al., 2010), however the most well known and frequently reported
serotype is O157:H7. After O157:H7, the O serotypes O26, O91, O103, O111, O113,
O121, O145, also known as non-O157 VTEC, are the most common (Gyles, 2007).
However, it should be noted that no single standard, reliable and sensitive method has
been outlined as a gold standard method for the detection, isolation, characterisation or
identification of all VTEC serotypes. Traditional culture methods favour the isolation of
the O157 serogroup which could lead to the under estimation of the prevalence of the
non-O157 serogroups.
2.3 Verotoxigenic E.coli associated virulence factors.
Virulence factors have been defined as molecules directly involved in the pathogenesis
but ancillary to normal metabolic functions (Donnenberg and Whittam, 2001).
Common to many pathotypes of E.coli, VTEC have adhesion and colonisation factors,
type III secretion system (T3SS) and exotoxins (Mainil, 2012.)
The main virulence factors include the Verotoxins - stx1and stx2 (cause cell death by
inhibiting protein synthesis), intimin- eaeA (an adhesion clustered on the LEE
pathogenicity island), enterohaemorrhagic E.coli haemolysin- E-hlyA which is cytolytic
to human microvascular endothelial cells (a plasmid encoded haemolysin) and a serine
protease- espP which cleave coagulation factors (encoded in the same plasmid as EHEC
haemolysin) (Table 2.1). Additional plasmid-borne virulence factors include a catalaseperoxidase-katP which is involved in defence against oxidative stress and a Type II
secretion system-etpD which secretes extracellular proteins (Welinder-Olsson et al.,
2005).
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Table 2.1: Virulence factors seen in EHEC and VTEC modified from Welinder-Olsson et al., 2005.

New putative virulence factors include STEC autoagglutinating adhesion- saa and
subtilasecytotoxin –subAB which has been reported in LEE negative VTEC strains. Saa
is important in attachment in the animal gut, and may also play a role in humans,
although this has not yet been established. SubAB has a role in proteolytic cleavage of
the ER chaperone BiP possibly resulting in the process of eukaryotic apoptosis (Buvens
et al., 2012). E-hly is the EHEC haemolysin encoded on the large plasmid pO157 and is
thought to have a role in the utilisation of haemoglobin for iron acquisition (WelinderOlsson et al., 2005). Chromosomally encoded α-haemolysin (hlyA) and the siderophore
aerobactin (iutA) can sometimes be found in E-hly negative strains, and compensate in
this role (Welinder-Olsson et al., 2005). In eaeA (intimin) negative VTEC strains,
intimin has been shown to be replaced in some strains by type 1, P and S fimbriae and
F1845 of the Dr family of adhesions, fimA, papC, sfaD/sfaE and daaE (WelinderOlsson et al., 2005).
There is wide variation in the distribution of virulence genes among the VTEC
serotypes. No single factor is responsible for the virulence of VTEC although there is a
certain degree of homogeneity associated with the presence of virulence factors in the
VTEC serotypes. Eae gene and the LEE pathogenicity island can be spread horizontally
among VTEC strains and other bacteria such as Citrobacter freundii and Enterobacter
cloacae (Cleary, 2004). Eae and VT2 are most often found in serotypes isolated from
humans, VT1 is most often found in isolated of non-human origin usually bovine. ehxA
is typically associated with severe disease while the frequency of espP is variable
12

(Boerlin et al., 1999). Intimin, the adhesin factor, may have a major role in the
pathogenesis of the organism. Intimin allows for the adherence of VTEC to the surface
of enterocytes, leading to colonisation of the intestine and the absorption of Verotoxins
into the cells, allowing for the full effects of the organism to take place (Boerlin et al.,
1999). The production of Verotoxins by EHEC differentiates them from EPEC. Toxins
are encoded by bacteriophage related to the classic  phage which can lysogenise these
strains.
The EHEC LEE composition of O157:H7 has been well studied and is very similar to
the distantly related EPEC strain O127:H6 i.e. gene order of the elements are identical
and great similarity exists between the predicted amino acid sequences of the type III
secretion systems. Unfortunately a comprehensive investigation of virulence factors in
non-O157 VTEC has yet to be undertaken (Coombes et al., 2011). In O157 VTEC the
EHEC LEE is larger than what is seen in EPEC; this is attributed to the presence of the
remnants of lysogenic bacteriophage. There is a large sequence divergence in the
sequence of the adhesin, intimin, and the secreted proteins of the two strains. EHEC
LEE has an espF gene thought to be involved in cell death and loss of intestinal barrier
function. espF protein is predicted to have 4 proline-rich motifs instead of three, similar
to the EPEC protein. The LEE from O157 does not confer attaching and effacing
activity upon non-pathogenic strains of E.coli unlike EPEC. O157 large plasmids
similar to EPEC lack genes for the synthesis of BFP-bundle forming pilus, a member of
the type IV fimbria family encoded on the EAF (EPEC adherence factor) plasmid
involved in adherence. This is replaced by a homologue of the lifA gene encoding
lymphostatin, genes for a type II secretion system catalase-peroxidase katP and a
secreted serine protease espP (Donnenberg and Whittam, 2001).
2.4 Verotoxins.
Verotoxins are also known as Shiga like toxins, in fact the terms Verotoxin (VT) and
Shiga toxin (stx) are interchangeable. The Shiga toxin family is structurally and
functionally related to exotoxins. VT 1 has only a single amino acid difference to Shiga
toxin produced by Shigella dysenteriae, while VT 2 has only 60% homology to the
toxin. VT 2 is more potent than VT 1 (Proulx et al., 2001). Apart from these 2 toxins
there are many variants which can be produced singly or in combinations by VTEC
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strains (Fig 2.1). The Stx1 variants include Stx1c which is usually associated with ovine
disease (Gyles, 2007). Stx2 variants include Stx2c, Stx2d, Stx2d activate able, Stx2e
and Stx2f. However, the most severe human illness is associated with Stx2. Both Stx1
and Stx2 have the same receptor and intracellular mechanism of action but
immunologically they are distinct.

Fig 2.1: List of the various Verotoxin types identified and their sequence homology to the Shiga
Toxin 2a (Bergan et al., 2012).

VTEC toxins are encoded by diverse lambdoid bacteriophages. These are mobile
genetic elements that can result in horizontal gene transfer in bacteria. The genes for
STEC toxins are expressed in the lytic cycle and their production is regulated by phage
gene promoters, amplification of gene copy number and toxin release (Fig 2.2). In order
for the toxins to be assembled and folded correctly, they must be transported to the
periplasm of the bacterial cells. The toxins are secreted by phage-mediated bacterial
lysis. The production of Shiga toxins can also be enhanced by intestinal factors such as
the human neutrophil activation product hydrogen peroxide, and also by iron
concentration in the vicinity of the bacterial cell, and or siderophores.
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Fig 2.2: The regulation of Verotoxin expression by the phage cycle (Sperandio and Pacheco, 2012).

Shiga toxins are composed of 1 A subunit and 5 identical subunits. The A subunit is
enzymatically active and is ~32kDa and is non-covalently bonded to the B subunits.
Each B subunit is ~7.7kDa. The B subunits have the ability to bind to cell surface
receptors. StxB s a doughnut shaped structure into which the carboxyl end of the A
subunit fit (Proulx et al., 2001, Thorpe, 2004). Shiga toxins are taken up by host cells
after binding to the Gb3 receptor and transferred to the host ribosome where it cleaves
an adenine from the 28S ribosome inhibiting protein synthesis and the initiation of cell
death by apoptosis (Fig 2.3). STX 1 and 2 have different pathways of translocation. Stx
can induce apoptosis in a wide range of cells, e.g. renal tubular cells, intestinal
epithelial cells, pulmonary epithelium derived cells (Proulx et al., 2001).

15

Fig 2.3 Mechanism of action of Vertoxin in eukaryotic cells (Sperandio and Pacheco, 2012).

2.5 Antimicrobial resistance.
Emerging infectious diseases, such as VTEC infection, are considered a significant
problem to global economics and health (Koluman and Dikici, 2013). The addition of
multi- antibiotic resistance makes these pathogens more dangerous as they are more
likely to be involved in outbreaks due to the transmission of resistant bacteria through
the food chain (Bettelheim et al., 2003). Not only is the emergence of a pathogen
associated to the food chain but also to social changes, bacterial adaptation and changes
in detection, reporting and pathogen surveillance (Koluman and Dikici, 2013).
The use of antimicrobials in the treatment of gastrointestinal infection and HUS is
contraindicated due to the potential amplification of toxin release by VTEC. However,
it is necessary to monitor the progression of antibiotic resistance as a contributor to
virulence within the VTEC pathovar. Antimicrobial resistance is common among the
many strains of VTEC isolated from humans, animals and food products, although the
work of Bettleheim et al, 2003 indicated that there is higher resistance seen in nonVTEC than in VTEC isolates. There is a general consensus that antimicrobial
supplement of animal feed and therapeutic antimicrobial usage are responsible for the
increasing resistance patterns seen in VTEC isolated from both animals and humans.
Antibiotics have 3 main uses in agriculture; as therapeutic agents, prophylaxis to
disease and as a growth promoter which has been in practice since the1940’s (Koluman
and Dikici, 2013). However over public health concerns, the use of antibiotics as
16

growth promoters has been banned in Europe (Koluman and Dikici, 2013). Antibiotics
in agriculture are considered the main contributing factor to the problem of resistance,
especially since they are used in the natural reservoirs of VTEC, ruminants.
Tetracycline, an antibiotic widely used in food animals, has the greatest level of
antibiotic resistance in VTEC (Bettelheim et al., 2003) the second most frequently seen
are streptomycin and/or sulphonamides (Bettelheim et al., 2003). Many isolates are
now multidrug resistant i.e. are resistant to at least one antimicrobial agent in at least
three antimicrobial classes (Magiorakos et al., 2011). Walsh et al. (2006) found that
1.4% of VTEC isolates were multidrug resistant. However a study conducted by Ennis
et al. (2012) found that 29% of all VTEC strains from 12 beef farms in Ireland were
resistance to at least one antibiotic and 48% multi-drug resistant. Multidrug resistance
to penicillins, tetracyclines, sulphonamides, fluroquinolones and aminoglycosides can
be attributed to the horizontal transfer of mobile genetic elements, particularly Class I
integrons (Scott et al., 2009). Class I integrons have allowed for the emergence and
increasing distribution of antimicrobial resistance seen in humans and animals (Singh et
al., 2005).
Mora et al., 2005 found that 41% of non-O157 and 41% of O157:H7 were resistant to
at least one of the antibiotics tested. Data collected on VTEC antimicrobial resistance
seem to focus mostly on patterns of isolates obtained from animal and food. Patterns
associated with human isolates are often looked at in an inclusive study with the fore
mentioned (Mora et al., 2005, Walsh et al., 2006, Scott et al., 2009).
A study on human VTEC isolates carried out in Japan, it was found that 22.5% of all
isolates were resistant to at least one antimicrobial agent (Midori Hiroi, 2012). They
observed that the O157 serogroup showed resistance to the following antibiotics,
ampicillin, kanamycin, streptomycin, sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim and tetracycline.
The O26 serogroup had a larger distribution of resistance encompassing ampicillin,
chloramphenicol, kanamycin, streptomycin, sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim,
tetracycline and nalidixic acid. In all isolates studied 17.4, 16.7, 8.7, 5.1, 5.1, 2.9, 0.7,
0.7 and 0.7% were resistant to tetracycline, streptomycin, ampicillin, chloroamphenicol,
kanamycin, sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim, nalidixic acid, gentamicin, cefuroxime and
cefpodoxime respectively (Midori Hiroi, 2012). In contrast, a Belgian study conducted
by Buvens et al., (2010) found that 33.8% of human isolates are resistant to at least 1
17

antibiotic (Buvens et al., 2012). Buven’s study also found that antibiotic resistance is
most often seen in non-O157 VTEC intimin positive stains in humans. Resistance to
streptomycin, tetracycline and sulphonamides is the most common resistance profile in
O157:H7 infection in humans and animals, however the level of resistance to the above
antibiotics is much higher in animal strains than human strains (Buvens et al., 2012). In
the case of non-O157 VTEC strains the inverse is true whereby resistance in human
strains in much higher than that in animals. The most common resistance profile seen in
non-O157 VTEC strains are ampicillin, streptomycin, tetracycline and sulphonamides
(Buvens et al., 2012). Unfortunately there is a considerable lack of research with
regards the levels of resistance seen in human VTEC strains in Ireland. Considering
Ireland has the highest incidence of VTEC infection in Europe and it is suggested that
non-O157 VTEC serotypes as the causative agent of HUS are usually multi-antibiotic
resistant (Buvens et al., 2012) further investigation in this field is needed.
2.6 Isolation and Characterisation of VTEC.
2.6.1 Storage;
The storage conditions of VTEC can affect the rate of recovery of the pathogen from
the patient sample. The current trends and advised protocol in the diagnosis of VTEC
infection favour detection of VT or VT genes followed by retrospective isolation of the
pathogen from the faecal sample (The Laboratory Sub-Group of the VTEC SubCommittee, 2014). Depending on the systems used to detect VT or the VT genes
(molecular or immunological), VT positive sample may not be processed for isolation
until the following routine working day or later if the laboratory if the samples are
batched before being sent to the Reference Laboratory for culture and confirmation. In
these instances the original faecal sample must be stored or transported so that optimum
recovery is achieved. Notwithstanding the diagnostic significance of having good
quality samples, storage conditions are of utmost importance when considering the
integrity of the sample for epidemiological investigations.
When culturing specimens, the fresher the sample the greater the recovery rate,
however this is not always feasible, as mentioned above. Preferably, these samples
should be kept refrigerated between 2 and 8C until processing or during transport.
Serotype O157 can be isolated from bovine faeces by IMS and culture after a period of
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7 days after storage at 4.4C (Echeverry et al., 2005). Most enteropathogens can survive
for 12 months when stored at low temperatures without the addition of preservation
media such as glycerol. Long term storage of VTEC specimens may be needed for
epidemiological studies. E.coli has been found to survive freezing at -70C for a year,
once the integrity of the strain has been maintained with the addition of glycerol;
however a lower survival rate is associated with storage at -20C. Storage at
temperatures of -20C are only recommended for shorter term storage i.e. up to 3
months (Acha et al., 2005). Once isolated strains can be stored long term on
cryostorage beads at temperatures varying from -20C to -80C. Faecal samples can
also be stored long term in glycerol broth at room temperature; however this method is
substandard for epidemiological analysis as an increase in apparent diversity can be
seen. Furthermore, the effect of freeze-thaw cycles on the viability of the bacterial
strain, particularly at -20C without glycerol makes recovery uncertain. Glycerol in
broth acts as a protection against cell damage during freeze thaw cycles (Acha et al.,
2005). One study recommended pre-enrichment of the faeces for 6 hours in Buffered
Peptone Water (BPW) before freezing for 6 months at -80C in 10% glycerol, for
optimal preservation and recovery (Ternent et al., 2004). Once isolated strains can be
stored long term on cryostorage beads at temperatures varying from -20C to -80C.
2.6.2 Enrichment;
Current methods for the diagnosis of non-O157 VTEC infection depend on the
detection of Verotoxins followed by strain isolation and serotyping (Gilmour et al.,
2009). Although there is limited research carried out on the optimisation of preenrichment and culture of both O157 and non O157 VTEC, there is a general consensus
that enrichment is a pivotal aspect of the recovery and isolation of VTEC (Catarame et
al., 2003, McDonough et al., 2003, Vimont et al., 2007).
Patients with VTEC infection often only attend their GP or hospital many days after the
initial onset of symptoms; in these cases the bacterial load available in the sample may
be very low. As few as 10 viable cells can cause an infection in the susceptible host, it
is important to diagnose and treat the patient in a timely manner. Such low numbers of
VTEC in sample may not be enough to be detected by culture methods, therefore
making enrichment necessary, to help to avoid false negative test results. Enrichment in
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a liquid medium enhances the growth of the pathogen so that it reaches the threshold for
the limit of detection by culture and molecular means (Gilmour et al., 2009, Vimont et
al., 2007). The use of fresh rather than frozen faecal samples is preferred in order to
have the accurate representative of the sample (McDonough et al., 2003).
When considering which enrichment broth to use the following factors should be taken
into account: broth composition, the addition of selective agents, incubation
temperature, incubation time (Vimont et al., 2007) and the competitive growth of
background microflora. These authors have researched the most common broths used in
the detection of VTEC, and these included Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB), E.coli broth (EC)
and Buffered Peptone Water (BPW). The composition of EC broth makes it a useful
enrichment broth for increasing the growth of VTEC, it contains bile salts which inhibit
non-enterobacteriaceae strains, lactose which is fermented by VTEC and an optimum
pH of 6.9, however the other common choices of TSB and BPW have no obvious
beneficial properties for the growth of VTEC except that they are common broths used
in food-borne pathogen investigations and hence may be readily available in the
laboratory (Vimont et al., 2006). TSB has also been discredited by Vimont et al. as
according to a study the group carried out in 2007 TSB yielded false negative results
(Vimont et al., 2007). With such prominent variation in enrichment broths and media
used among various authors, in order to optimise growth conditions for all VTEC
serotypes further investigation needs to be carried out.
The most common of selective agents used include the addition of bile salts and at least
one antibiotic, often novobiocin (Vimont et al., 2006, EFSA, 2007). Novobiocin is
active against Gram positive bacteria, especially gram positive cocci such as
Staphylococcus aureus, and some gram negative bacteria commonly found as
constituents of microflora (Vimont et al., 2006). Broths are often supplemented with
other antibiotics such as vancomycin, cefixime, potassium tellurite and cefsulodin as a
selective agent for VTEC. Vancomycin and cefixime are inhibitors of Proteus species
and some gram positive flora (Catarame et al., 2003). Acriflavin is used as a
supplement to enhance the expression of O157 antigens (De Boer and Heuvelink,
2000). However various studies involving these selective agents have failed to agree on
a common selective agent for all VTEC serotypes. Novobiocin, the most commonly
used antibiotic, is only selective for the O157 serotype. Although effective in reducing
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the growth of background microflora, non-O157 serotypes have also been inhibited
(Gilmour et al., 2009, Vimont et al., 2007, Kanki et al., 2011). No single protocol for
the enrichment and isolation of non-O157 VTEC exists, currently. Catarame et al.
(2003) found that the optimum enrichment protocol for O26 VTEC from minced beef
involved the inoculation of TSB supplemented with cefixime, vancomycin and
potassium tellurite and incubated at 41.5C. In same study some strains of O111 were
sensitive to potassium tellurite, hence this is not to be recommended as a supplement in
broths or agar for the detection of non-O157 VTEC. Genes conferring Tellurite
resistance are not consistently present or expressed among the Enterobacteriaceae
(Catarame et al., 2003). It has been suggested that Cefixime is an essential selective
agent for the enhancement if VTEC growth over microflora (De Boer and Heuvelink,
2000). The enhancement of antigen expression by supplementation of broth with
substances such as Acriflavin have also been investigated (De Boer and Heuvelink,
2000). However, the use of Acriflavin to increase O157 expression was found to
adversely affect cell viability at certain temperatures (De Boer and Heuvelink, 2000).
Acid has also been added to TSB to reduce the pH to 3.0, in a study conducted by Hu et
al. in 2009, and this was found to reduce the background microflora and to improve
recovery by 21% in comparison to conventional methods. However, the study
conducted by Catarame et al. deduced that supplementation was not needed for the
growth of non-O157 VTEC (Catarame et al., 2003). Considering the limited research
into the effect of selective agents on the non-O157 VTEC serotypes it might be
considered safer to omit the addition of selective agents so that the risk of inhibiting the
growth and detection of such serotypes would be reduced. This is the focus of the
current study.
The choice of incubation conditions vary greatly. Incubation at higher temperatures,
such as 40C, will not inhibit the growth of background microflora but have been found
to slightly improve the growth of O157 VTEC (Vimont et al., 2006). Posse et al. (2008)
considered 42C to be optimum for selective growth of VTEC. Regarding incubation
times, it was found there was no significant difference in the recovery of VTEC from a
6 hour incubation and a 24 hour incubation (Verstraete et al., 2010). In a study
conducted by De Boer and Heuvelink (2000) it was recommended that in the
enrichment of O157, a short incubation step must be accommodated, using pre-warmed
broth and shaking incubation at 42C in order to prevent the growth of microflora (De
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Boer and Heuvelink, 2000). Again, given the limited information currently available in
published literature regarding the growth characteristics of non-O157 VTEC, high
temperatures and reduced incubation times may actually reduce the numbers of these
serotypes detected.
2.6.3 Methods of detection;
Ideally, the diagnosis of VTEC infection involves the detection of VT from patient
samples either by the detection of the VT1 and VT2 toxins and/or the genes encoding
the VT1 and VT2 toxins followed by the isolation of the pathogen (The Laboratory
Sub-Group of the VTEC Sub-Committee, 2014), as recommended by the HPSC.
2.6.3.1 Detection of Toxin:
Cytotoxicity assays;
The gold standard for the detection of the production of VT toxins is the tissue culture
cytotoxicity assay. This method involves the addition of extracts or filtrates of isolates
from faecal culture to the Vero cell monolayer (high in Gb3 and Gb4 receptors) and
observation for cytopathic effects on the cell after incubation for 48-72 hours. HeLa
cells have also been used but do not pick up the Stx2e variant (Paton and Paton, 1998).
Cytotoxicity must be confirmed by neutralisation of cytotoxicity by specific antibodies
to VT1 and VT2 (CDC, 2009; Paton and Paton, 1998). Although this is the gold
standard, it is a time consuming, labour intensive method and is unsuitable for routine
and rapid diagnosis of VTEC infection (Paton and Paton, 1998).
Immunological techniques;
Immunological detection systems include latex agglutination, enzyme linked
immunosorbant assays (EIA), colony blot assays, direct immunofluorescence filter
technologies and immunocapture techniques. All of these detection systems have one
aspect in common, namely the utilisation of poly- and monoclonal antibodies raised
against the H and O antigens of VTEC. As with all detection systems there are
limitations using these methods. Certain strains of Citrobacter freundii can express the
O157 antigen and E. hermannii can agglutinate with O157 antisera (De Boer and
Heuvelink, 2000). False positive reactions due to somatic antibody cross-reactions with
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other bacteria such as other strains of E.coli, Citrobacter fruendii, Enterobacter cloacae
and Pseudomonas aeruginosa can also occur (De Boer and Heuvelink, 2000, Paton and
Paton, 1998). It is because of the above that immunological methods should be
confirmed by the isolation and further characterisation of the strain, the latter has
traditionally be conducted using biochemical testing methods.
The principle of latex agglutination involves coating latex beads with an antibody
which is raised against a specific antigen that allows a visual antibody/antigen complex
to be formed (agglutination). Latex agglutination is comparable with PCR and Verocell investigations but these assays are limited when it comes to the detection of
antigenic variants (De Boer and Heuvelink, 2000). Toxin production can also be
detected through EIA. Many commercial companies now supply EIA kits for the
detection of VT production. They are most often based on a sandwich model, whereby
the faecal culture is incubated with an immobilised monoclonal antibody specific for
the toxin, after a wash step, a secondary labelled antibody is added which is then
visualised after another wash step. Labels are usually alkaline phosphatase or a
biotinylated enzyme such as strepavidin. EIA is comparable with conventional culture
(De Boer and Heuvelink, 2000), however it should be noted that these techniques are
less sensitive than the gold standard culture methodology and are not reliable for
detecting low levels of VTEC. Supplementation of broths with polymyxin B and
mitomycin increase the release of VT1 and VT2 respectively, which may help in
detecting low levels of these toxins (Paton and Paton, 1998). As EIA is easy to use,
reduces detection time and allows for high volumes to be tested (De Boer and
Heuvelink, 2000) it is considered by many laboratories to be a good screening method
for both O157 and non-O157 VTEC under optimal conditions, and for samples taken
early in the course of infection (Paton and Paton, 1998).
Immunoblot assays detect the cells that produce Verotoxin. These assays involve
numerous steps including selective enrichment, filtration through hydrophobic grid
membranes, incubation of filters on nitrocellulose paper on selective agar and
immunoblotting using antisera. Immunoblots are very sensitive but are also labour
consuming and complex, they also need confirmation by biochemical and serological
tests (De Boer and Heuvelink, 2000).
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Molecular techniques;
Detection of VT genes is based on conventional PCR and Real Time PCR techniques.
Oligonucleotide primers are designed on the basis of sequence data for the VT genes.
The specific primers allow amplification of the target DNA sequence by PCR and are
usually visualised by ethidium bromide staining. Detection may also involve Southern
blots or dot-blot hybridisation. The benefit of real time over conventional PCR is that it
can be used for quantitative analysis of the sample. PCR methods also are used for the
detection of other VTEC genes such as hylA (α-hemolysin) or eaeA (intimin).
Commercial molecular detection systems:
Introduction to molecular detection of VTEC into the clinical diagnostic of Europe have
contributed to the increase of VTEC cases reported (EFSA and ECDC, 2014). Trends in
disease awareness and reporting have increased since 2010 possibly due to the O104
VTEC outbreak seen in Germany in 2011 (EFSA, 2014). In Ireland, traditional culture
methods were the main method of detection for VTEC up until 2009, when Cork
University Hospital (CUH) undertook the validation of the EntericBio multiplex PCR
system for the detection of gastro-enteric pathogens (O’Leary et al., 2009). As the
turn-around-time for culture based detection could take up to 96h, the need for a more
rapid and sensitive method was required for the benefit of the patient and to aide in the
prevention of outbreaks (Koziel et al., 2013a).
While mainly molecular detection systems and protocols exist for the detection of
single gastrointestinal pathogens, the EntericBio systems are the only CE marked
commercial detection systems available for the molecular detection of the major
gastrointestinal pathogens (Koziel et al., 2013b). The first molecular system which was
introduced to Microbiology department of CUH was the EntericBio multiplex system
coupled with culture for the detection of VTEC O157, Campylobacter spp, Salmonella
enterica and Shigella spp. This technology reduced the time between the receipt of the
patient specimen into the laboratory and the availability of results to 32h. This system
involves the overnight enrichment of the patient specimen followed by DNA extraction,
PCR amplification and detection of PCR products by DNA hybridisation and colour
development. The benefits of the use of a molecular detection system for the detection
of VTEC O157 over conventional culture were overwhelming with higher turn-around
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times, greater sensitivity, specificity and convenience (O’Leary et al., 2009). However,
a problem existed with this commercial kit, it only detected the O157 serotype with no
indication of its toxin producing ability, this lead to the production of the EntericBio
panel II multiplex PCR system. This molecular system developed its assay to
differentiate between the VT1 and VT2 toxins, while still using the same multiplex
approach for the detection of gastrointestinal pathogens and the visualisation of PCR
products as the original EntericBio multiplex PCR system (Fig 2.4) (Koziel et al.,
2013a).

Fig 2.4: Hybridisation strip for all targets detected (kit control) by the EntericBio panel II
multiplex PCR system (Koziel et al., 2013a).

The EntericBio panel II multiplex PCR system proved its self a valuable screening
tool for the detection of gastrointestinal pathogens with sensitivity, specificity, positive
predictive value, negative predictive value and efficiency of 98.4%, 98.7%, 93.9%,
99.7% and 98.6% respectively and in the case of VTEC alone 100%, 99.4%, 93.8%
100% and 99.4% respectively (Koziel et al., 2013a). While differentiating between
toxigenic and non-toxigenic VTEC O157, making it more relevant to patient treatment,
it also allowed for the greater detection of all VTEC serotypes involved in
gastroenteritis in the Cork region, and attributed to the significant increase in the
national figures of VTEC cases reported.
The O104 VTEC outbreak in Germany prompted the need for a more rapid and robust
molecular detection method, from which developed the EntericBio Real-Time Gastro
Panel I assay (Koziel et al., 2013b). This technology allows for rapid diagnosis of the
major bacterial causes of gastroenteritis directly from patient faeces. This improved
upon the turn-around times from 24 hours for a negative result to up to 120h for a
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positive result to technically 3h if batching of samples was omitted (Koziel et al.,
2013b). Enhancing the turn-around times to such an extent have major implication from
a patient management and public health point of view. Not only did this Real-Time
PCR method improve turn-around times it also detected 21% more VT positive samples
than the EntericBio panel II multiplex PCR system with sensitivity, specificity,
positive predictive value, negative predictive value and efficiency of 100%, 99.8%,
82.9%, 100% and 98.9% and is 15% cheaper than the previous PCR system (Koziel et
al., 2013b). However, the use of molecular detection systems does not replace the need
to isolate the pathogen from specimens. Molecular detection of a gene does not indicate
if that gene is expressed, or if the DNA amplified is from a viable organism or if it is an
artifact from previous infection (Koziel et al., 2013b), isolation is still needed for
confirmation of infection and for epidemiological studies.
2.6.3.2 Culture;
Isolation of VTEC bacteria is often a difficult task as there is no standard method for all
VTEC serotypes, and low numbers of VTEC may not grow with the completing large
numbers of microflora (De Boer and Heuvelink, 2000). Isolation of VTEC is required
to confirm diagnosis as it is possible for the VT genes to be found in other organisms. It
also allows for additional characterisation which is used for epidemiological analysis.
The selectivity of media for the isolation of VTEC is based on the haemolysin activity,
carbohydrate fermentation or antimicrobial susceptibility patterns. This may help to
isolate a known serotype such as, for example, O157, but may hinder the isolation of
VTEC from patient samples where a broad screening approach is required.
Isolation methods have been well explored for the most common serotype, namely
O157. Numerous agars have been developed for the growth of this serotype, including,
Sorbitol MacConkey (SMAC), SMAC supplemented with cefixime and tellurite (CTSMAC), fluorogenic and chromogenic media such as Rainbow agar and CHROMagar
O157. Strains of VTEC that produce EHEC-hly produce small haemolytic zones on
washed sheep RBC agar. Unlike most strains of E. coli, serotype O157 are nonfermentors of sorbitol and are β-glucoronidase negative, hence the use of Sorbitol
MacConkey Agar for selective isolation of this serotype. SMAC is often chosen as
plating medium (De Boer and Heuvelink, 2000). However, it should be kept in mind
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that other sorbitol non-fermentors may also be found in commensal flora such as
Proteus spp, Aeromonas spp. and some other strains of E. coli (De Boer and Heuvelink,
2000). The addition of low levels of cefixime to SMAC can inhibit the growth of
proteus but still allow E. coli to grow. The fact that O157 VTEC does not ferment
rhamnose has also been exploited as has their lack of β-glucuronidase activity which
has led to formulations of other plating media such as the chromogenic agars mentioned
above. Unfortunately for non-O157 VTEC strains, there is no biochemical pattern that
differentiates these serogroups from commensal E. coli. Non-O157 VTEC are also
variable regarding their ability to ferment sorbitol and their β-glucuronidase activity
(De Boer and Heuvelink, 2000). As a result of this variation between VTEC serotypes
SMAC is not recommended as a plating medium for the isolation of non-O157 VTEC
and the O157:H7:NM clone which is seen in central Europe (Karmali et al., 2010). A
study investigating the growth of O157 and non-O157 VTEC on various media
conducted by Gill et al. (2014) suggests that dual culturing with a lesser and more
highly selective agar, such as CHROMagar STEC, is needed for optimum isolation of
VTEC. The manufacturer’s of CHROMagar STEC claim that this medium has the
ability to detect 24 different serotypes with sensitivities of 84.9, 90,100,100 and 100%
for the O157, O26, O111, O121 and O145 respectively (Hirvonen et al., 2012). As it is
thought that growth on this medium is associated with the tellurite resistance gene
(terD) a less selective media is needed so that the growth of tellurite sensitive VTEC
strains are not inhibited (terD is often seen in eae and stx positive strains but less often
in eae negative VTEC and not at all in sorbitol fermenting non-motile O157). The
addition of cefixime and tellurite to this medium inhibits coliforms and other bacteria,
giving CHROMagar STEC a reported specificity of 98.9% (Hirvonen et al., 2012).
What was also noted in the study conducted by Gill et al. (2014) was that several
different morphologies in terms of shape, size and colour were seen on differential
media for the same serotype colony, this indicates that identification of VTEC colonies
by morphology alone is not reliable. Culture methods have a slow turn-around time, can
fail to detect non-O157 VTEC and give false negative results in antibiotic treated
patients. This under-estimation of VTEC cases can impact on the treatment of patients
and on epidemiological statistics.
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2.6.3.3 Immunomagnetic separation;
Immunocapture techniques such as Immunomagnetic separation (IMS) are also
recommended for the isolation of VTEC when low numbers of the organism are present
(Bopp et al., 2003) . Low numbers of the pathogen in faecal specimens may be due to
decrease of viability of the pathogen, owing to, for example, collection of the specimen
greater than 5 days after initial onset of infection, improper transport of the specimen,
or alternatively, where there has not been a decrease in viability, to asymptomatic
carriage (CDC, 2009). IMS is also considered to be more effective than the direct
culture of bovine and human faeces on either Cefixime-Rhamnose SMAC or CefiximeTellurite SMAC for the isolation of serotype O157 (Paton and Paton, 1998). IMS is
based on the immunological binding of the target organism to antigen-specific antibody
immobilized to magnetic beads, followed by physical separation of the target organism
from the enriched sample. This method is used to increase the concentration of the
target organism relative to the background microflora (De Boer and Heuvelink, 2000,
Bopp et al., 2003; Durso and Keen, 2007). In order to optimise the recovery of VTEC
from patient specimens, direct plating after enrichment and the utilisation of IMS
followed by culture is recommended (Verstraete et al., 2010). The most common IMS
kits for the recovery of VTEC are Captivate beads (LabM) or Dynabeads (Dynal,
Life Technologies). Captivate recovery rates were moderately high for all serotypes,
unlike dynabeads which were relatively high for O157, O26 and O103 but
significantly lower for O111 and O145 (Verstraete et al., 2010). In the study conducted
by Verstraete et al. (2010), the analysis of pure culture preparations of the “big six”
VTEC serogroups only showed an increase in the recovery of O157 VTEC. It should be
noted that by using pure culture preparations the influence of background microflora
and the faecal matrix are not taken into account. Unfortunately, immunocapture
techniques such as immunomagnetic separation can result in non-specific binding.
Other confounding variables such as the labour intensive nature of the method, the high
risk of cross-contamination, which also poses a health risk to personnel, and finally,
sensitivity considerations with small volume systems (De Boer and Heuvelink, 2000,
Durso and Keen, 2007).
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2.6.3.4 Identification:
Selective agar plates based on the biochemical characteristics of bacteria can be used in
their identification. However, there is no biochemical pattern that differentiates nonO157 VTEC from commensal E. coli (Paton and Paton, 1998). In this case, commercial
kits, such as the API™ symbol system produced by Biomerieux (France), are used to
identify VTEC as E. coli and the addition of the detection of VT encoding genes or VT
production and serotyping all aid in the identification process (CDC, 2009).
2.6.3.5 Methods of serotyping:
Serotyping of VTEC isolates is very important as there is a correlation between certain
serotypes and the development of HUS; additionally serotyping is important for
epidemiological purposes in cases of outbreak, for contact and source and containment
investigations. Of particular interest are the serotypes commonly known as the “big
six”, O157, O26, O103, O111, O121 and O145 which are most often associated with
human infection. The gold standard for serotyping VTEC is slide or tube agglutination.
Commercially prepared antisera contain polyclonal or specific monoclonal antibodies
which bind to the antigens attached to the surface of the bacterial cell membrane
forming aggregates (agglutination). Conventional PCR can also be used to detect the
various serotypes from enriched broth or culture suspensions (Verstraete et al., 2012).
However, the DNA sequence for each gene associated with each serotype tested must
be known for specific primers to be developed (EU reference laboratory for E.coli,
2013).
2.3.6.6 Methods for Characterisation:
The characterisation of VTEC yields a large amount of epidemiological knowledge,
which in turn allows for the detection of changes in virulence of VTEC and emerging
strains. The analysis of biochemical characteristics, virulence gene detection and
antimicrobial susceptibility testing all come under the umbrella of characterisation. As
mentioned previously, biochemical characterisation can be undertaken using
commercial systems such as API. Virulence gene detection is essentially based on PCR
techniques, (conventional or real-time) (Kagkli et al., 2012; Paton and Paton, 1998).
DNA hybridisation methods have been used for visualisation of PCR products.
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Antimicrobial susceptibility patterns are more useful from an epidemiological view
point as an emergence in resistance could have serious complications if an outbreak
were to occur, despite the avoidance of antibiotic therapy in VTEC infections.
Numerous agencies in Europe have set guidelines for antimicrobial susceptibility
testing; an example of such is EUCAST and CLSI. These offer specific standards for
disk diffusion methods and minimum inhibitory concentrations for numerous bacterial
species. For VTEC the guidelines for E.coli (genus, Enterobacteriaceae) are used.
2.6.3.7 Sub-typing methods:
Pulse Field Gel Electrophoresis (PFGE) is a reproducible method for the sub-typing of
VTEC strains which has a high discriminatory power suitable for the detection of minor
genetic variations among VTEC isolates (Bopp et al, 2003; Karama and Gyles, 2010).
For this reason it is considered the gold standard method (Karama and Gyles, 2010).
PFGE subtypes are based on “whole genome DNA macro-restriction patterns that are
generated electrophoretically after digestion with infrequently cutting restriction
enzymes” (Karama and Gyles, 2010). PFGE has the ability to differentiate between
isolates identical by phage typing, serotyping, ribotyping or RAPD (Karama and Gyles,
2010). Multiple-locus variable-number tandem repeats analysis (MLVA) is a simpler
method than PFGE and is thought to be comparable in terms of discriminatory power. It
also has the added advantage of being less expensive (Karama and Gyles, 2010).
MLVA is a PCR based method whereby the multicopy DNA tandem repeats in the
bacterial genome are amplified (Karama and Gyles, 2010).
2.7 Pathogenesis of clinical Illness.
VTEC is seen as a major causes of gastroenteritis in developed countries, ranging in
severity from asymptomatic to watery diarrhoea, leading to haemorrhagic colitis
(bloody diarrhoea).The clinical course involves abdominal cramping followed by
diarrhoea lasting up to 1 week, which can progress from watery to bloody diarrhoea in
1-2 days (Cheung and Trachtman, 2014, Thorpe, 2004). Haemorrhagic colitis is more
commonly caused by O157:H7 than the non-O157 serotypes. As mentioned, the more
potent the Verotoxin the greater the damage to the vascular endothelium, and this
coincides with the severity of the colitis (Cleary, 2004). Although 5-10% of
haemorrhagic colitis cases progress to Haemolytic Uraemic Syndrome (HUS), 90% of
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all HUS cases are due to VTEC infection (Kavanagh et al., 2014). HUS is a serious life
threatening disease defined as “microangiopathic haemolytic anaemia characterised by
disseminated capillary thrombosis and ischemic necrosis” (Donnenberg and Whittam,
2001). A patient with HUS presents with prodomal diarrhoea followed by acute renal
failure, thrombotic thrombocytopenia and microangiopathic haemolytic anaemia
(Cheung and Trachtman, 2014, Kavanagh et al., 2014). Currently there is no way to
prevent the progress from haemorrhagic colitis to HUS which occurs 2-14 days after the
onset of diarrhoea (Loirat et al., 2012, Thorpe, 2004). HUS is most frequently seen in
children under the age of 5 and the elderly (Thorpe, 2004, Cleary, 2004, Proulx et al.,
2001). This syndrome has a mortality rate of 10% in children, however in the elderly
(>65 years) the rate increases to approximately 50% (Loirat et al., 2012). The kidneys
are the end organs affected but the intestines, central nervous system and any other
organ can also be affected which explains why up to 20% of children with HUS
develop long term sequalae such as chronic kidney disease, arterial hypertension,
neurological impairment or diabetes mellitus (Loirat et al., 2012). At the moment the
only treatment available is supportive therapy for the anaemia, thrombocytopenia and
the complications of acute renal failure (Loirat et al., 2012, Cheung and Trachtman,
2014, Kaur and Kerecuk, 2012). It is suggested that antibiotics increase the production
of toxins by VTEC, thus increasing the risk of developing HUS (Cleary, 2004). Apart
from HUS, Other complications of VTEC infection include; intussusceptions, colonic
perforation, gangrene with peritonitis and sepsis, rectal prolapse, pancreatitis, coma,
hemiplegia and seizures (Cleary, 2004).
The major factors involved in the pathogenesis of the diseases mentioned are
Verotoxins (Cheung and Trachtman, 2014, Kavanagh et al., 2014). Ingested VTEC
contaminated food or water result in the colonisation of the intestines with VTEC. Like
most E. coli, VTEC have the inherent ability to survive the acidic environment of the
upper gastrointestinal tract (Gyles, 2007). It is suggested that VTEC initially attach to
the Peyer’s patches and then colonise the intestines (Proulx et al., 2001). The
mechanisms of attachment and interaction between the bacteria and the host intestinal
cells are dependent on whether the VTEC strain concerned is eae (E.coli attaching and
effacing protein) positive or eae negative. Most VTEC involved in haemorrhagic colitis
and haemolytic uraemic syndrome are eae positive (Shaw et al., 2004).
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Eae positive strains form a characteristic AE (attaching and effacing) lesion which is
heavily involved in colonisation of the host intestines. Eae positive VTEC possess a
type III secretion system encoded in the LEE pathogenicity island of VTEC. This
secretion system is responsible for the translocation of Tir, mitochondrion-associated
protein, EspA (E. coli secreted protein A), EspB, EspF, EspG, EspH, EspZ and some
non-LEE encoded proteins into the host enterocyte via a molecular syringe structure
which transfers the proteins from the bacterial cytoplasm into the host cytoplasm
(Donnenberg and Whittam, 2001; Gyles, 2007). Once inside the host cell, Tir becomes
integrated into the host cell membrane with the aid of EspA and EspB (Donnenberg and
Whittam, 2001), where Tir acts as a receptor to which the quorum sensing regulate
adhesin, intimin, binds (Proulx et al., 2001). Quorum sensing is the mechanism by
which small molecules are released and detected allowing environmental challenges to
be overcome by means of mass or density transfer (Popat et al., 2015). Other host cell
membrane proteins can also bind to intimin. This adhesion leads to the secretion of the
Verotoxins, LPS and other virulence factors into the host cell (Proulx et al., 2001). Tir
and other secreted proteins are also involved in the initiation of cell signaling cascades
which result in the rearrangement of the intestinal epithelial cell structure i.e. the loss of
microvilli, formation of pedestals and cytoskeleton protein accumulation (Gyles, 2007).

Fig 2.5 Pathogenesis of HUS caused by VTEC: Verotoxin is released from VTEC in the GI tract
where it is absorbed into the systemic circulation. Here it binds to globotriasoscleramide on the
surface of vascular endothelial cells. Verotoxin initiates a cascade of reactions resulting in
increasing inflammation, inducing the expression of cytokines and chemokines and triggering a
ribotoxic stress response. Injury to the endothelial cells leads to the development of microthrombi,
activation of the alternative complement pathway and damage to major organs such as the kidney
and brain (Trachtman et al., 2012).
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Little is known about the mechanism of adherence of eae negative VTEC except that
microvillus effacement does occur although the AE lesion does not develop (Gyles,
2007). Due to the cytotoxic effect to the host cells, Verotoxin is released and is thought
to be absorbed by the intestines allowing it to have a systemic effect (Fig 2.5), however
the mechanism by which the toxins circulate and reach their target organs has not been
elucidated but is thought to involve monocytes, polymorphonuclear cells or platelets
involved in the inflammatory reaction in the intestine (Thorpe, 2004). Once the toxin
has reached Gb3 expressing organs, such as the kidney and brain, the toxin binds to its
receptor and stimulates cytotoxic effects and the release of cytokines, TNFα, IL-1 and
IL-6. Further ctyotoxic damage occurs due to the infiltration of inflammatory cells and
further release of cytokines. Platelet consumption can be activated by VT directly with
intravascular aggregation or secondary by the endothelial cell damage. The
consumption of platelets and the removal of loose aggregates by the reticuloendothelial
system results in thrombocytopenia. Glomerular filtration is reduced due to the
formation of microthrombi and vascular damage resulting in renal failure. The
haemolysis seen in HUS is caused by red cell fragmentation (Proulx et al., 2001).
As mentioned previously, there is no specific treatment for HUS caused by VTEC,
however early supportive care is of upmost importance. Early intervenous hydration
with sodium containing fluids during the prodromal phase can reduce the risk of
progression to HUS (Cheung and Trachtman, 2014). Symptoms of anaemia, renal
complications and neurological manifestations are treated (Cheung and Trachtman,
2014, Kavanagh et al., 2014, Loirat et al., 2012). Although dialysis is used in the relief
of renal complictions, plasma related therapies are thought to be of of limited value,
antibiotics are contraindicated in the diarrhoeal phase of VTEC infection but it should
be noted that positive effects were seen in the antibiotic treatment of established VTEC
infection in Germany during the O104 outbreak resulting in a reduction in seisures ,
death and abdominal surgery (Kavanagh et al., 2014). Trials with anti C-5 monoclonal
antibody, eculizumab, has also been used for the treatmeat of VTEC associated HUS
but with contrasting views on the benefits of its use (Cheung and Trachtman, 2014,
Kavanagh et al., 2014). Atypical HUS however has been found to repond well to both
plasma exchange and eculizumab therapy with improving renal function (Cheung and
Trachtman, 2014).
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2.8 Prevention.
As VTEC is a zoonotic disease is it passed onto humans by direct contact and also
indirectly by contaminated food and water. VTEC can be found not only in domestic
animals i.e. cattle, sheep and pigs, but also in camels and yaks. As cattle are the natural
reservoir of the micro-organism and VTEC has such a low infectious dose, it can easily
enter the food chain via unpasteurised milk and dairy products, processed meat and
contaminated water supplies. In order to prevent the progression of gastrointestinal
illness to HUS and to prevent the spread of VTEC to humans it is necessary to
introduce specific prophylactic treatments.
Attempts for prophylaxis of VTEC infection can start at a farm level. Farm practices are
a key area of prevention of VTEC infection. In beef and dairy farms simple measures
such as providing clean dry bedding, and improving food and water hygiene can
significantly reduce the levels of VTEC (Ellis-Iversen et al., 2007). Efficacy of
therapeutic agents is dependent on early administration, highlighting the need for rapid
diagnosis of VTEC (Paton and Paton, 1998). To prevent the spread of VTEC,
immunisation programmes involving either livestock or humans would have to take
place. Vaccination of livestock would reduce the STEC load and the entry of the
bacteria into the food chain. Vaccination of animals against O157:H7 VTEC has been
extensively researched however, vaccines against all VTEC serotypes or the most
prevalent serotypes are still a work in progress. Even in the case of O157:H7 vaccines,
a significant reduction in the survival of O157 VTEC have not been achieved. The
O157:H7 vaccines are centred on Type III secreted proteins, siderophore receptor and
porins and have been successful in reducing the shedding of VTEC by infected cattle
(Cernicchiaro et al., 2014, Sargent et al., 2007, Snedeker et al., 2012), as has direct fed
microbial vaccines (probiotics and sodium chlorate) in reducing shedding and VTEC
load in cattle faeces (Stanford et al., 2014, Thomas and Elliott, 2013). However, it has
been found that vaccination of cattle by O157:H7 siderophore receptor and porin
vaccine, and direct fed microbial vaccine, although useful for the reduction of the
shedding of VTEC O157 had little or no effect on the shedding of the most prevalent
non-O157 serogroups which tend to occur concurrently with O157 strains in cattle
(Cernicchiaro et al., 2014). As there is a suggested link between young calves and
shedding of eae positive VTEC which is most commonly seen in causes of HUS (Shaw
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et al., 2004) research has also been conducted in the field of immunisation of calves.
One such study investigated the effect of passive immunisation of calves via
hyperimmune clostra (obtained by immunisation of the pregnant cows with intimin and
EspB) and found that although detectable levels of antibodies could be obtained that
levels were not high enough to have an effect on O157 shedding (Rabinovitz et al.,
2014).
Similarly to animals the development of a vaccine against VTEC for humans is also
still in progress, many of which are currently still in the animal testing phase (Ahmed et
al., 2014). However, human vaccines are aimed at blocking transmission or acquisition
of VTEC infection or the progression to HUS. Human vaccines tend to concentrate on
the VT toxin itself or the prevention of gut colonisation. The development of an in-vivo
neutralisation agent for the VT toxin is one way to limit the progression to HUS.
Synsorb-Pk is an example of an oral in vivo neutralisation agent (Paton and Paton,
1998). It passed first phase of clinical trials, however the trials showed that it did not
protect mice from infection but it did delay death by one day. A randomised trial for the
effect of Synsorb Pk on the severity of HUS in children found that it had no effect
(Trachtman et al., 2003). Apart from vaccines which target Verotoxin, research is
currently being conducted into the role of bacteriophage in VTEC infection and the use
of anti-bacteriophage agents such as chitosan (Amorim et al., 2014). In this study
recombinant mutant bacteriophage, whereby the stx operon is replaced by a green
fluorescent protein, was tracked to the liver, kidney and intestines of mice where the
inactivating effect of chitosan, a linear polysaccharide composed of d-glucosamine
residues, on the induced lysis of the bacteriophage was assessed (Amorim et al., 2014).
Probiotics such as Lactococcus lactis are being assessed as delivery vehicles for
vaccines. Recombinant L. lactis expressing the Type III secreted protein EspB (a highly
immunogenic antigen) have been found to induce specific mucosal and systemic
antibody responses, which may reduce the amount and/or duration of VTEC shedding
in humans (Ahmed et al., 2014). The use of a vector like L. lactis have been found to
increase the effect of oral therapy delivery as it maintains metabolic activity and de
novo secretions of the target protein and protects the protein from degradation by
gastrointestinal conditions, in the study carried out by Ahmed et al. (2014) L.lactis as a
vector for the delivery of EspB was more effective that the administration of purified
EspB (Ahmed et al., 2014).
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Considering that vaccine development for VTEC infection is still in progress, currently
the best methods to combat disease outbreaks are farm and personal hygiene in the
community and food preparation settings (Ellis-Iversen et al., 2007, Kaur and Kerecuk,
2012).
2.9 Epidemiology.
Epidemiology is effected by a number of factors of which include; data collection,
laboratory practice and variation in protocols for the screening of patient contacts .We
are often faced with the question why is the diagnosis of VTEC infection in humans so
challenging? There is no one answer to this, instead it is a combination of many factors,
some of which include; the wide spectrum of presenting symptoms, the large number of
serotypes (approximately 200), which are implemented in disease, diversity in virulence
factors and phenotypic characteristics (The Laboratory Sub-Group of the VTEC SubCommittee, 2014). A broad range of methods and techniques are available for the
detection and isolation of VTEC, the choice of methodology used in the laboratory is
influenced by the patient clinical symptoms, sample risk assessment, safety facilities
and the laboratory equipment available. Most importantly methods which provide
accurate and rapid diagnosis are seen as essential for the treatment of the patient and the
prompt outbreak identification and intervention (The Laboratory Sub-Group of the
VTEC Sub-Committee, 2014).
The epidemiological data can also be affected by laboratory practice. Not all clinical
diagnosis laboratories have Category 3 facilities which effectively prohibit the
attempted isolation of VTEC from high risk specimens. In such cases it is the national
reference laboratories that process the samples (The Laboratory Sub-Group of the
VTEC Sub-Committee, 2014). However, with the introduction of molecular techniques,
many samples and/or isolates are sent just for confirmation and typing to the reference
laboratories. Ideally, uniform implementation of screening at a local/regional level with
referral of positives to the VTEC-NRL would result in a more efficient and cost
effective service (The Laboratory Sub-Group of the VTEC Sub-Committee, 2014).
Guidelines provided by various health agencies in Europe differ as to what testing
should be carried out. For instance, In Ireland, there are various criteria to be filled for a
VTEC diagnosis to be made. The clinical criteria for VTEC infection is that the patient
must have at least one of the following; diarrhoea, abdominal pain and/or HUS.
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Laboratory criteria needed to fulfill the diagnosis consists of at least one of the
following; isolation of E. coli that produces VT or harbours the VT genes, direct
detection of VT genes or detection of free VT in faeces (The Laboratory Sub-Group of
the VTEC Sub-Committee, 2014).
Health protection Scotland recommends that all diarrhoeal samples be tested for the
presence of O157, and that faecal samples should be referred to the reference laboratory
in cases where HUS/TMA is suspected, where bloody diarrhoea is present but
conventional testing has failed to isolate the pathogen, in all symptomatic contacts of
confirmed cases of O157 and non-O157, and all asymptomatic contacts of O157 cases
(Health Protection Network, 2013). Public Health England does not specify what
sample type should be processed but recommends that faecal samples from which O157
VTEC is not isolated and clinical symptoms consistent with VTEC infection exist
should be referred to the Laboratory of gastroenteric pathogens in Colindale. They also
process the confirmation and typing of non-O157 VTEC (Public Health England,
2010). In the US, the CDC recommend that acute community acquired diarrhoea should
be cultured for O157 on selective and differential agar and simultaneously tested for
non-O157 by the detection of VT or the VT genes (CDC, 2009). Also specimens and
broths which are VT positive but fail to isolate the pathogen should also be referred as
well as confirmation and typing of O157 VTEC (CDC, 2009). Such variation in
laboratory practice can affect epidemiological data.
Public health policies and interventions are most often based on the epidemiology of
diseases. In the case of gastrointestinal pathogens, food safety legislation, and policies
with regards farm management and public water schemes look towards the findings of
epidemiological studies with a view to prevent and contain outbreaks. Data collection
varies between member states of the EU. In some countries only the number of cases is
reported to the EFSA and ECDC, indicating that culture for isolation of the organism
may not be carried out. Meanwhile in Ireland not only the number of cases but also the
serotypes isolated are also reported (ECDC, 2012). VTEC became a notifiable disease
in 2004, although reported under the term EHEC; however since 2012 VTEC has
become a reportable disease in its own right (HPSC, 2012a).
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Fig 2.6: Distribution of human cases of VTEC according to incidence rate per 100,000 in Europe
(ESFA and ECDC, 2014).

The levels of VTEC in Ireland have increased year on year since 2002 but remained the
highest in Europe since the O104 VTEC outbreak in Germany in 2011 (HSE, 2013). In
2012 the incidence rate was 1.15/100,000 in the EU but in Ireland the rate was
8.99/100,000, this is still largely ahead of the Netherlands and Sweden who reported an
incidence rate of 6.27 and 4.98 per 100,000 respectively (Fig 2.6) (EFSA and ECDC,
2014). In 2013 the HPSC reported the incidence rate in Ireland as 15.2/100,000. The
numbers of VTEC cases have increased in 12 member states in Europe, including
Ireland, due to the introduction of molecular screening systems for the detection of
Verotoxin (ESFA and ECDC, 2014). As no gold standard methodology exists for the
isolation of the non-O157 serogroups and their effect on human health underestimated,
traditional culture methods tend to bias the detection/isolation of the O157 serogroup.
Molecular detection of the VT genes allows for the detection of all Verotoxigenic E.
coli regardless of the serotype of the pathogen. However, the increase in VTEC
reported in Ireland cannot be attributed just to the use of molecular detection systems.
The increase in Ireland in 2012 was believed to be both due to a genuine increase in
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incidence due to increased rainfall during the summer months that year and enhanced
detection of both O157 and non-O157 VTEC (The Laboratory Sub-Group of the VTEC
Sub-Committee, 2014). In Ireland, there are various criteria to be filled for a VTEC
diagnosis to be made. The clinical criteria for VTEC infection is that the patient must
have at least one of the following; diarrhoea, abdominal pain and/or HUS. Laboratory
criteria needed to fulfill the diagnosis consists of at least one of the following; isolation
of E. coli that produces VT or harbours the VT genes, direct detection of VT genes or
detection of free VT in faeces.
In 2012 there were 558 cases of VTEC in Ireland of which 140 (25.1%) were reported
from the HSE South (HPSC, 2012a, b, c, d). The quarterly reports categories the
serogroups into O157, O26 and others. In 2012, the serotypes reported were O157 43%,
O26 39% and others 18% (HPSC, 2012a, b, c, d). 82.7% of the O157 VTEC were VT2
positive and 15.9% VT1&VT2 positive, 41% of O26 VTEC were VT1 positive, 9.5%
VT2 positive and 58.6% VT1&VT2 positive (HPSC, 2012a,b,c,d). The other VTEC
were 34% VT1 positive, 38.1% VT2 positive and 13.4% VT1&VT2 positive (HPSC,
2012a,b,c,d). There was also a 5.9% incidence of HUS, of which the causative agent
was found to be 39.4% O157, 33.3% O26, 12.1% other serotypes and 0.1% possible
VTEC (HPSC, 2012a, b, c, d). There were 84 family outbreaks and 20 general
outbreaks reported this year also (HPSC, 2012 a, b, c, d).
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Fig 2.7: Seasonal distribution of VTEC during 2012 in Ireland (HPSC, 2013e).

In 2013 there were 711 cases of VTEC reported in Ireland; this was a significant
increase on the previous year (153 cases more). Of the 711 cases, 115 (16.2%) of those
were reported from the HSE South region. A decrease was seen in the number of O157
and O26 VTEC seen this year (31.1% and 31.5% respectively) in comparison to 2012,
however, there was a substantial increase in the other VTEC serotypes detected to
37.4%. Since 2010 there has been a 7.5% increase in the ungroupable VTEC. Also a
point to note is that there were slightly more cases of O26 seen than O157 in 2013
(HPSC, 2013 a, b, c, d). 83.5% of the O157 VTEC were VT2 positive and 16.5%
VT1&VT2 positive, 47.5% of O26 VTEC were VT1 positive, 5% VT2 positive and
47.1% VT1&VT2 positive (HPSC, 2013 a, b, c, d). The other VTEC were 45% VT1
positive, 34% VT2 positive and 19.8% VT1&VT2 positive (HPSC, 2013 a, b, c, d).
Although there was a significant increase in the number of VTEC cases reported in
2013, the number of HUS cases remained at 33, giving an incidence rate of 4.6%
(HPSC, 2013 a, b, c, d). The causative agent was found to be 36.4% O157, 21.2% O26,
27.3% other serotypes, 6.1% ungroupable and 0.1% possible VTEC (HPSC, 2013a, b,
c, d). In 2013 there was a decrease in samples received by the VTEC-NRL this was
attributed to the use of PCR for diagnosis. 34% of samples received were positive. Of
the 716 clinical samples/isolates, 15% were found to be PCR positive but culture
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negative. The reference laboratory had an isolation rate of 85%, of which 63% of
isolates were found to be non-O157 VTEC and 36% of the non-O157 VTEC were in
fact O26 (HSE, 2013).
The main reservoir for VTEC is ruminants. Primary transmission is through the
ingestion of food and water contaminated with infected faeces and direct contact with
an animal carrier. Secondary transmission through person to person spread, due to the
low infectious dose of as little as 10 cells, can result in the occurrence of an outbreak
particularly among families with young children (HPSC, 2013e). Those infected remain
infectious from the onset of symptoms (incubation period of 3-4 days) until the
disappearance of viable bacterial cells in the stools. VTEC can be detected for weeks in
some patients and although asymptomatic can infect others. Children however are
known to shed VTEC for longer than adults (HPSC, 2013e). As mentioned previously
the symptoms of VTEC infection vary considerably, most commonly there is
abdominal pain (90%), severe diarrhea (60%) and haemorrhagic colitis (25%) but often
headache (50%) and myalgia (25%) are also seen in children (HPSC, 2012e). Due to
the fact that HUS is caused by VTEC infection 90% of the time and 10% of all VTEC
cases are associated with HUS, especially in pediatrics, the hospitalization rate in
Ireland is approximately 40% (HPSC, 2013e).
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3.0 Methodology.
3.1. Validation of Enrichment Broths.
3.1.1. Preparation of Media:
Buffered Peptone Water (Sigma Aldrich, Arklow, Ireland, Lot No: BCBJ7482V):
The media (enzymatic digest of casein 10g/L, Sodium chloride 5g/L, anhydrous
disodium hydrogen phosphate, 3.5g/L and potassium dihydrogen phosphate 1.5g/L,
final pH of 7.0±0.2 at 25C) was prepared according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Briefly, 20g of dehydrated media was suspended in 1L of distilled water. The media
was autoclaved at 121C for 15 minutes. Once sterile the broth was cooled to 50C,
after which 9ml aliquots were aseptically measured and stored in sterile universal
containers at 2-8C for up to four weeks.
Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB) (Sigma Aldrich, Lot No: BCBJ5360V):
TSB medium (casein peptone (pancreatic)) 17 g/L, dipotassium hydrogen phosphate
2.5g/L, glucose 2.5g/L, sodium chloride 5g/L and soya peptone (papain digest) 3g/L,
final pH 7.3±0.2 at 25C) was prepared according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Briefly, 30g of dehydrated media was suspended in 1L of distilled water. The media
was autoclaved at 121C for 15 minutes. Once sterile the broth was cooled to 50C,
after which 9ml aliquots were aseptically measured and stored in sterile universal
containers at 2-8C for up to four weeks.
Cefixime trihydrate stock solution (1mg/mL) (Sigma Aldrich, Lot No:
BCBH2234V):
A stock solution was prepared by aseptically reconstituting 1mg of dehydrated
Cefixime Trihydrate in 1mL of 100% ethanol. The stock solution was stored at room
temperature.
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Vancomycin Hydrochloride Hydrate (5mg/mL) (Sigma Aldrich, Arklow, Ireland,
Lot No: SLBB4575V):
A 5mg/mL 25mg of dehydrated Vancomycin Hydrochloride Hydrate was aseptically
reconstituted in 5ml of nuclease free water. The stock solution was stored at 2-8C.
TSB supplemented with Vancomycin (8mg/L) and Cefixime (50µg/L):
TSB media was prepared to manufacturer’s instructions as previously described. The
sterile media was brought to 45-50C before supplementation with antibiotic, 25µL of
Cefixime Trihydrate (1mg/mL stock solution) and 800µL of Vancomycin
Hydrochloride Hydrate (5mg/ml stock solution) were added aseptically to 500mL of the
cooled TSB media. The supplemented broth was swirled to ensure an even distribution
of the antibiotics before storing at 2-8C for up to 4 weeks.
MacConkey Agar (without salt) (Sigma Aldrich, Lot No: BCBB6868V):
A litre of MacConkey Agar without salt (peptone 20.0g/L, lactose 10.0g/L, bile salts
5.0g/L, neutral red 0.075g/L, agar 12.0g/L, pH 7.4±0.2 at 25C) was prepared
according to manufacturer’s instructions. In brief, 47g of dehydrated media was
suspended in 1L of distilled water. The media was autoclaved at 121C for 15 minutes.
Once sterile the media was cooled to 50C and poured into sterile petri-dishes to set.
Plates were stored at 2-8C for up to 4 weeks.
3.1.2. Validation of Enrichment Broths and Temperatures:
Controls:
For the validation of enrichment broths and culture incubation temperature, a wellcharacterised wild type strain of E. coli O157, which was both VT1 and VT2 positive
(identified by the National E. coli Reference Laboratory, Dublin, Ireland) and identified
as AG0911, was used.
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Methodology of Enrichment Broth and Temperature validation:
Control strain AGO911 (Cork University Hospital) was streaked onto MacConkey
(without salt) agar (Sigma Aldrich, Arklow, Ireland) from frozen stock and incubated at
37C for 18-24 hours. The enrichment broths which were used in the study were
Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB) (Sigma Aldrich, Arklow, Ireland), Tryptic Soy Broth
supplemented with 8 mg/L Vancomycin trihydrate (Sigma Aldrich, Arklow, Ireland)
and 50µg/l Cefixime (Sigma Aldrich, Arklow, Ireland) (TSB + VC), EntericBio 
broth (Serosep, Limerick, Ireland), Todd Hewitt Broth (BD, Co. Clare, Ireland) and
Buffered Peptone water (Sigma Aldrich, Arklow, Ireland) (BWP). A turbidity of the
organism (in the log phase of growth) was made which corresponded to a 0.5
McFarland turbidity standard suspension of the control strain. This was serially diluted
from 100 (0.5 McFarland suspension) to 10-8 in each of the enrichment broths under
investigation. The broths were incubated aerobically at 37 and 44C for 18-24 hours
without agitation. After incubation, each broth was streaked onto MacConkey without
salt agar using a 1µl loop. The plates were incubated aerobically at 37C for 24 hours
after which colony counts were undertaken. The validation was carried out in duplicate.
3.2 Validation of Retrospective VTEC Isolation Methodology:
3.2.1: Preparation of Media:
Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) supplemented with 0.05% Tween 20:
From the 10X PBS solution (Sigma Aldrich, Arklow, Ireland, Lot No: SLBD0909)
20ml of 10X PBS was added to 180ml of distilled water to produce a 1X solution.
O.1ml of Tween 20 was added to the 1X solution before the solution was autoclaved at
121C for 15 minutes. Once cooled the sterile PBS and 0.05% Tween solution was
aliqotted aseptically into sterile universal containers and stored at 2-8C.
MacConkey Agar (without salt):
MacConkey Agar (without salt) medium was prepared to manufacturer’s instructions as
previously described in section 3.1.1.
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CHROMagar STEC (CHROMagar, Paris, France. Lot No: 177B):
CHROMagar STEC medium (agar 15.0g/L, peptones and yeast extract 8.0g/L, salts
5.2g/L, chromogenic mix 2.6g/L, pH 6.9 ±0.2) was prepared according to
manufacturer’s instructions. In brief 30.8g of dehydrated media was suspended in 1L of
distilled water. The media was heated with agitation to the boil (100C). Once sterile
the media was cooled to 50C and the contents of a rehydrated CHROMagar STEC
supplement (10ml of sterile distilled water to a vial of dehydrated supplement) were
added. The mixture was homogenised and poured into sterile petri-dishes to set. Once
set the plates were stored at 2-8C in the absence of light for up to 4 weeks.
3.2.2. Validation of methodology for the retrospective isolation of VTEC from
human faeces:
Controls:
Control strains (obtained from Microbiologics, St. Cloud MN 56303, United States)
included the following: Escherichia coli CDC 99-3311 O145: NM, Escherichia coli
CDC 02-3211 O121: H1, Escherichia coli CDC 03-3014 O26: H11, Escherichia coli
CDC 06-3008 O103: H11, Escherichia coli CDC 2010C-3114 O111: H8 and
Escherichia coli ATCC 35150 O157: H7. Culturing of the strains was undertaken
according to supplier’s instructions.
Validation of Isolation Methodologies:
Growth of the control strains was undertaken according to supplier’s instructions. A 0.5
McFarland suspension of each control strain was used to individually spike VTEC
negative fresh faeces samples (1 in 10 dilution). In each case, approximately 1ml of the
inoculated faecal sample was enriched in EntericBio  broth aerobically at 37C for
18-24 hours without agitation. After incubation, each sample was streaked onto
MacConkey agar without salt and CHROMagar STEC (CHROMagar Microbiology,
Paris, France) using a 10µl loop, and were subsequently incubated aerobically at 37C
18-24 hours. 1ml of inoculated broth was utilised in IMS using Captivate O157 and
O26 beads (LabM ltd, Lancashire, UK) for all control strains. IMS was carried out
according to manufacturer’s instructions. The beads were re-suspended in 50µl
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Phosphate Buffered Saline supplemented with 0.05% Tween 20 (Sigma-Aldrich,
Arklow, Ireland) before being plated (20µl) onto MacConkey agar (without salt) and
Chromagar STEC and incubated aerobically at 37C for 18-24 hours. Colonies were
serotyped according to manufacturer’s instructions (Serum Staten Institut, Denmark).
The validation was carried out in duplicate.
3.3. Retrospective isolation of VTEC:
3.3.1. Preparation of Media:
MacConkey Agar (without salt):
The medium was prepared according to manufacturer’s instructions as described earlier
in section 3.1.1.
CHROMagar STEC:
The medium was prepared as previously described in section 3.1.2
Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) supplemented with 0.05% Tween 20:
The solution was prepared as previously described in section 3.1.2.
3.3.2. Retrospective isolation of VTEC from frozen samples:
Samples:
Approximately 1g aliquots of 98 human faecal samples were collected by Cork
University Hospital between May 2012 and November 2013 (see appendix A and B for
data collection). Aliquots were taken from patient samples (n=35) in which Verotoxin
(VT1, VT2 or VT1 and VT2) was detected by the Enteric Bio Panel II  multiplex
polymerase chain reaction system validated by Koziel et al. (2013a).The presence of
Verotoxin was detected in the remaining 63 aliquots by the EntericBio real-time Gastro
Panel I assay (Serosep, Limerick, Ireland) also validated by Koziel et al. (2013b). All
sample aliquots were stored at -20C. However, the length of time in storage at the
above stated temperature varied; 45 sample aliquots were stored for less than or equal
to 3 months (90 days), 17 for 3-6 months, 19 for 6-9 months and 17 for 9-12 months
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prior to attempted retrospective culture. All samples were thawed at 2-8C overnight
before processing. All patient samples were anonymised for the purpose of this study.
Isolation of VTEC:
Retrospective isolation of VT positive patient samples (n=98) was conducted with
frozen aliquots of samples that had been collected. Samples were thawed at 2-8C
overnight. Approximately 1g of faeces was transferred to EntericBio broth. The
inoculated broth was incubated without agitation at 37C for 18-24 hours. The enriched
broth was streaked onto MacConkey (without salt) agar and CHROMagar STEC using
a 10µl loop, which were subsequently incubated aerobically at 37C 18-24 hours.
Inoculated broth (1ml) was utilised in Immunomagnetic Separation using Captivate
O157 and O26 beads which was carried out according to manufacturer’s instructions.
The beads were re-suspended in 50µl Phosphate Buffered Saline supplemented with
0.05% Tween 20 before plating (20µl) onto MacConkey agar (without salt) and
Chromagar STEC. The plates were incubated aerobically at 37C 18-24 hours. In the
case of no growth occurring, suspicious colonies were picked from the MacConkey
plate and streaked on Chromagar STEC with incubation at 37C 18-24 hours.
3.4 Characterisation of VTEC isolates:
Controls:
Control strains were prepared as outlined in section 3.2.2. These control strains were
used as positive controls for biochemical identification of isolates obtained, serotype
identification, antibiotic susceptibility testing and for the molecular confirmation of VT
status, serotype and biochemical characterisation.
Biochemical Identification:
All suspect isolates (n=79) were identified using to the API 20E (BioMerieux, France)
system according to manufacturer’s instructions.
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Serotying:
All isolates (n=79) were screened using polyclonal antisera OK pool 1, 2 and 3 and
subsequently identified using a limited stock of individual monoclonal O antisera for
the most common types, O26, O55, O103, O111, O121, O145 and O157 (Serum Staten
Institut, Denmark) according to manufacturer’s instructions for slide agglutination with
live cultures. Any isolate which did not type using the individual monoclonal O antisera
was denoted non-groupable for the purposes of this study.
DNA extraction:
Isolate DNA was obtained by sonication using Enteric Bio Extract tubes. Briefly, an
isolated colony was suspended in Enteric Bio broth and subsequently incubated
aerobically at 37C for 18-24 hours. Inoculated broth (200µl) was transferred to an
Enteric Bio Extract tube which was mixed by inversion before sonicating for 30 mins.
Enrichment broth stored at -20C for each sample aliquot was thawed at 2-8C
overnight and the DNA from the samples was extracted as above. Once extracted, the
DNA was aliquoted and stored at -20C until required.
Molecular Confirmation of VT status and Serotype:
Once identified and serotyped, isolates with discrepancies to data obtained from the
reference laboratory were screened for the presence of Verotoxin genes, VT1 and VT2,
using a thermal cycler (Applied BioSystems. 2720 Thermal Cycler, Warrington, UK)
according to the method outlined by Paton and Paton, (1998). Briefly, 10µl of the
template DNA was added to 1X reaction buffer, 1.2mM MgCl2, 0.2mM each of dNTPs,
50 pmoles of each primer (VT1 forward and reverse and VT2 forward and reverse), 2
units of Taq polymerase to a final volume of 50µl. 35 PCR cycles were conducted,
consisting of 1 minute denaturation at 95C, 2 minutes of annealing for the first 10
cycles, decrementing by 1C for the following 5 cycles, giving an annealing
temperature of 60C by cycle 15, and 1.5 minutes of elongation at 72C, incrementing
to 2.5 minutes for the last ten cycles. The products were separated by DNA
electrophoresis with a 2% agarose gel run at 100V and visualised following ethidium
bromide staining, molecular weight marker (HyperLadder II, Bioline) was used to
determine band size (highlighted bands, 2000bp, 1000bp and 300bp).
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The serotypes of all VT positive isolates were confirmed using the protocol outlined by
the EU Reference laboratory, for the six most common VTEC serotypes, namely O26,
O103, O111, 0121, O145, 0157. Briefly, 10µl of the template DNA was added to 1X
reaction buffer, 3mM MgCl2, 0.3mM each of dNTPs, Primers, 400nm O26, 200nm
O103, O111 and O145, 100nm O121 and 300nm O157, 2.5 units of Taq DNA
polymerase to a final volume of 50µl. The PCR profile consists of 5 minute
denaturation at 95C, followed by ten cycles of 95C annealing for 30 seconds,
elongation involving decrementing by 1C each cycle from 68C to 59C for 20
seconds followed with extension at 72C for 52 seconds. For the following 35 cycles,
annealing was carried out at 95C for 30 seconds, elongation at 59C for 20 seconds
and extension at 72C for 52 seconds. The final extension step was 72C for 1 minute.
The products were separated by DNA electrophoresis with a 2% agarose gel at 100V
and visualised using ethidium bromide staining, determination of band size was based
on the molecular weight marker HyperLadder II (Bioline).
3.5 Antibiotic resistance profiling:
3.5.1 Preparation of Media:
Mueller-Hinton Agar 2 (Sigma Aldrich, Lot No: BCBJ9238V):
Mueller-Hinton Agar 2 medium (beef heart infusion 2.0g/L, acid casein hydrolysate
17.5g/L, soluble starch 1.5g/L, agar 17.0g/L, pH 7.3±0.2 at 25C) was prepared
according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 38g of dehydrated media was
suspended in 1L of distilled water. The media was autoclaved at 121C for 15 minutes.
Once sterile the media was cooled to 50C and poured into sterile petri-dishes to set.
Plates were stored at 2-8C for up to 4 weeks.
3.5.2 Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing:
The resistance profiles of all VTEC isolates (n=79) were determined using the disc
diffusion method outlined in the CLSI guidelines M100-S20 Volume 30, No.1 of 2010.
Lawn cultures of each isolate (0.5 McFarland suspensions) were prepared on Mueller
Hinton agar (Sigma-Aldrich) with the application of the following antimicrobial
susceptibility testing discs (Oxoid); amikacin 30µg (AK 30), amoxicillin/clavulanic
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acid 30µg (AMC 30), ampicillin 10µg (AMP 10), aztreonam 30µg (ATM 30), cefepime
30µg (FEP 30), cefoxitin 30µg (FOX 30), cefpodoxime 30µg (CPD 30), ciprofloxacin
5µg (CIP 5), compound sulphonamides 300µg (S3), gentamicin 10µg (CN 10),
nitrofurantoin 200µg (F200), piperacillin/tazobactam 10:110µg (TZP 110),
streptomycin 25µg (S25), tetracycline 30µg (TE 30), trimethoprim 1.25µg (W 1.25) and
tobramycin 10µg (TOB 10). The plates were incubated at 37C for 24 hours before the
measurement of zone size. The control strain used was Escherichia coli ATCC 25922.
All resistant profiles were repeated in duplicate.
3.6 Retrieval of laboratory data from databases:
Patient demographics and other relevant data (Appendix A and B) were retrieved from
hospital databases for accurate correlation of the findings of this body of research with
those of the VTEC-NRL, and to conduct epidemiological analysis of the VTEC samples
and isolates in this study. Patient anonymity and confidentiality were maintained as
outlined by the ethical approval granted by Cork University Hospital.
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4.0 Results:
4.1 Validation of enrichment broths and growth temperatures.
Pre-enrichment of suspect VTEC samples are seen as a key step in the maximum
recovery (Verstraete et al., 2010). Owing to the nature of the sample matrix (faeces),
abundant amounts of competing commensal microflora and inhibiting factors may be
present, hindering the isolation of VTEC which may only be present in low number in
the specimen. VTEC load in stools may vary during infection. Ideally the enrichment
broth of choice would increase the numbers of VTEC present while suppressing the
growth of competing microflora. This prompted a validation study for the optimum
enrichment conditions for VTEC. In this study the control strain used was unknown to
the investigator until all results were collected. The choice of broths was based on a
review of current literature. Literature indicated that Buffered Peptone Water, Trytpic
Soy Broth and Tryptic Soy broth supplemented with Vancomycin and Cefixime were
among the broths most commonly used for the isolation of VTEC from various sample
types (Vimont et al., 2006, Vimont et al., 2007). EB was available for the duration of
the study and was specifically designed for the enrichment of enteric pathogens for the
EntericBio systems (Koziel et al., 2013a). Todd Hewitt (TH) broth was readily
available in the hospital laboratory and was included in the study as it is often used as a
general purpose, non-selective, enrichment broth, having also been used by Koziel et al.
(2013) in the culture of VTEC from VT positive samples. Variation of incubation
temperatures (Catarame et al., 2003, Vimont et al., 2006, Verstraete et al., 2010)
reported prompted the investigation of growth at 37 and 44C (both which were
available at the time of the study). After the preparation of a test suspension
corresponding to a 0.5 McFarland turbidity standard (1.5x108 CFU/ml) (Forbes et al.,
2002) of pure VTEC culture in all cases, a serial dilution to 10-7 (1.5x101 CFU/ml) was
made and used in a limit of detection study at both 37 and 44C. The results indicated
that the greatest level of detection was obtained using EB  (10-7 dilution or 1.5x101
CFU/ml) and TH broth (10-7 dilution or 1.5x101 CFU/ml) at 37C for 18-24 hours and
BPW (10-7 dilution or 1.5x101 CFU/ml) at 44C for 18-24 hours (Table 4.1).
Enrichment at 44C was rejected as this high an incubation temperature may have an
inhibitory effect on the non-O157 serotypes, hence the incubation temperature of 37C
was chosen. As both EB and TH gave the greatest level of growth, the decision to use
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EB was based on EB being a commercial standardised and sterile product. No
additional selective agents were utilised as it was considered that these might have had
an inhibitory effect on the recovery of non-O157 VTEC serotypes, after the published
findings of others (Catarame et al., 2003, Vimont et al., 2007).
Table 4.1: Comparison of five enrichment broths at 37 and 44C for recovery of VTEC
Broth(1)

TSB
TSB + VC
EB 
TH
BPW

Limit of detection at 37C
Dilution
CFU/ml
(0.5 McFarland)
10-5
1.5x103
-4
10
1.5x104
-7
10
1.5x101
-7
10
1.5x101
-5
10
1.5x103

Limit of detection at 44C
Dilution
CFU/ml
(0.5 McFarland)
10-5
1.5x103
-4
10
1.5x104
-6
10
1.5x102
-6
10
1.5x102
-7
10
1.5x101

(1) TSB-Tryptic Soy Broth, TSB + VC- Tryptic Soy Broth supplemented with 8mg/L Vancomycin
and 50µg/L Cefixime, EB- Enteric Bio, TH- Todd Hewitt, BPW- Buffered Peptone Water

4.2 Method for retrieval of VTEC after molecular detection:
The recommendations for the diagnosis of VTEC infection have been outlined by the
CDC. For all serotypes this involves the combination of culturing suspect samples on to
selective and differential media with the detection of Verotoxins either by molecular
means or immunoassay (CDC, 2009). The vast majority of O157 VTEC are sorbitol
non-fermenters, which allowed for the development of selective and differential media
such as sorbitol-MacConkey agar (SMAC) and cefixime tellurite sorbitol MacConkey
agar (CT-SMAC) and CHROMagar O157 (CDC, 2009). However, the problem lies
with the isolation of non-O157 serotypes. Due to the diverse nature of the non-O157
serogroups, such as, for example, protocols regarding enrichment, there is no goldstandard medium recommended for their isolation. Various studies have been carried
out on this topic and it has been recommended that in order to prevent the exclusion of
some of the non-O157 VTEC serotypes, it is best practice to conduct dual culture on
both lesser (such as MacConkey) and more selective agars (CHROMagar STEC) (CDC
and Association of Public Health Laboratories, 2012; Gill et al., 2014). Based on this
recommendation, the agar types used at this stage included; Mac Conkey agar without
salt and CHROMagar STEC. MacConkey agar without salt is used to prevent the
swarming of Proteus spp. can often be found as a commensal bacterium of faeces.
CHROMagar STEC was utilised as it had been reported to have a high specificity of
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98.9% (Hirvonen et al., 2012) and it is known to significantly inhibit the growth of
microflora (Gill et al., 2014). E. coli have an optimum growth temperature of 37C,
however growth of the O157 serotype can occur up to 42C.
The use of IMS was also included in the protocol as suggested by Verstraete et al.,
(2010) and also the CDC and Association of Public Health Laboratories. Bacteria-laden
IMS beads were also dual cultured on the media mentioned previously. However, it
should be noted that the manufacturer’s instructions were not followed entirely as the
enrichment broth used was EB to replace BPW, based on the results of the validation
study undertaken prior to attempted isolation of VTEC (Table 4.1).
Fresh faeces samples (confirmed to be negative for VTEC), spiked with control VTEC
strains (O157, O26, O103, O111, O145 and O121) were enriched in EB prior to plating
on MacConkey (without salt) agar and CHROMagar STEC, and prior to subjection to
IMS. In IMS specific monoclonal antibodies for certain antigens on the surface of the
bacterium are immobilised onto magnetic beads. The beads are mixed with the enriched
sample or a sample suspension. Antigen-antibody reaction occurs, forming a tight
bond. The bacteria-laden beads were removed from the sample matrix using a magnetic
field, and after a series of wash steps with Phosphate buffered saline and 0.05%
Tween20. The coated beads were re-suspended and inoculated onto selective agar for
incubation. It should be noted that an unexpected finding occurred in the period
immediately after validation of IMS-based isolation of VTEC, using control strains.
When using the IMS system for VTEC recovery from patient samples, it became
apparent that all six serotypes included in the IMS detection kit were isolated by the
O157 and O26 beads. All control strains (O157, O26, O103, O111, O121 and O145)
were isolated by both enrichment in EB and by IMS with O157 and O26 beads. The
serotype of each strain was identified as expected. Isolate serotype was confirmed with
poly- and monoclonal antisera. Therefore, it was resolved that these beads would be
used for the attempted retrospective isolation of VTEC from patient samples, despite
the issues with serotype specificity.
4.3 Retrospective isolation of VTEC:
This study took an in depth look at the cases of VTEC seen in Cork County over a 17
month period during 2012-2013. All samples tested were aliquots from VT positive
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patients identified by the Enteric Bio Panel II multiplex polymerase chain reaction
system (n=35) or the EntericBio real-time Gastro Panel I assay (n=63). Both of these
systems were designed as a rapid screening method for the detection of enteric
pathogens (VTEC, Campylobacter, Salmonella and Shigella) within sensitivity,
specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value and efficiency of 98.4,
98.7, 93.9, 99.7 and 98.6% and 100, 97.8, 88.1, 100 and 98.1% respectively for each
system (Koziel et al., 2013a, Koziel et al., 2013b). Although highly sensitive and
specific, the EntericBio systems are not quantitative methods; hence the bacterial load
of each sample could not be established.
The isolation process was based on the recommendations of Verstraete et al. (2010) and
included the overnight enrichment of VT positive faeces in EB followed by direct
plating of the enrichment broth and IMS with O157 and O26 beads, both of which
involved MAC and CHROMagar media. Choice of dual culture with MacConkey agar
and CHROMagar STEC were based on the suggestion that both a selective and lesser
selective medium is required for the optimum isolation of VTEC (Gill et al., 2014).
Retrospective isolation of VTEC resulted in an overall recovery rate of 80.6% of which
Immunomagnetic separation attributed 20.3%. In comparison, of the same 98 samples
tested by the reference laboratory, 84.7% tested positive for VT genes and 70.4% were
isolated. The samples sent to the reference laboratory were fresh samples processed
within a week of detection of VT, stored at 2-8C without the addition of enrichment or
preservation media (and sent to Dublin within the habitual timescale; this work did not
delay the process).
The sample aliquots of VT positive faeces were stored at -20 C without the addition of
cryoprotective media for various lengths of time as outlined in section 3.3.2. In order to
prevent as much damage as possible during the thawing of samples the samples were
thawed and kept refrigerated at 2-8C overnight until processing for isolation. The
isolation rate for ≤ 90 days, 91-180 days, 181-270 days and 271-360 days frozen were
91.1, 88.2, 70 and 52.9% respectively (Table 4.2), as expected, the longer the samples
were frozen at -20C the greater the reduction in recovery rate. The isolation rate of
samples ≤30 days was 83.3% (5 of 6 samples were successfully isolated).
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The isolation of VTEC was enhanced by the use of IMS, attributing to 20.3% of the
overall isolation rate. However, the rate of isolation due to IMS was 22.2, 5.9, 10.5 and
17.6% for ≤ 90 days, 91-180 days, 181-270 days and 271-360 days respectively (Table
4.2). In this study IMS brought about the recovery of eight isolates in which VT was
not detected or an isolate was not obtained by the reference laboratory, three of which
where serogroup O157 and two were serogroup O26. Furthermore six more of these
isolates were identified as different serogroups (O111 and O145) by monoclonal
antisera irrespective of the IMS beads used. A total of five other serotype discrepancies
were found in isolates obtained from direct culture of enrichment broth. Failure to
isolate and identify these serotypes might be expected to have a negative impact on
epidemiological investigations.
The isolation of samples, without the use of IMS, stored less than 30 days was 83.3%.
This is comparable to the “fresh” samples sent to the reference laboratory (70.4%
isolation rate). Of the 79 isolates obtained from this study, 13 (16.6%) were isolated
from samples frozen at -20C and were non-recoverable in the Reference Laboratory.
During the course of this study, 10.2% more isolates were obtained from the same
samples. However, it should be noted that 15 isolates were recovered by the Reference
Laboratory which were not isolated by this study. Of these 15 samples, 11 were frozen
for greater than 221 days.
Co-infection with Campylobacter was detected by PCR methodologies in 6 samples.
Campylobacter spp. were not isolated in this study, however seeing as 6.1% of VT
positive isolates identified as Escherichia coli also tested positive for Campylobacter
poses the question if this is a common occurrence, prompting further investigation.

Table 4.2: Isolation rates of VTEC from VT positive patient samples from storage, using broth
enrichment with and without immunomagnetic separation.
Age of
Sample
(Days)
0-90
91-180
181-270
271-360

No. of
samples

45
17
19
17

Enrichment

31
14
12
6

No. of Isolates
Enrichment
+IMS
10
1
2
3

Total

41
15
14
9
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Overall Rate
of Isolation
(%)
91.1
88.2
70
52.9

Rate of
isolation by
addition of
IMS (%)
22.2
5.9
10.5
17.6

4.4 Characterisation of VTEC isolates from the Cork region using molecular,
serotyping and antimicrobial susceptibility testing methods.
The characterisation of the isolates found in the Cork region was undertaken. The
retrospective isolation of VTEC from molecular positive samples confirmed that there
were more cases of VTEC occurring among patients from whom stool samples have
been collected for testing than what were reported to the HPSC, and that the majority of
the VTEC infections seen in Cork show antimicrobial resistance. Furthermore,
serotype-specific trends are evident regarding both biochemical characteristics and
antibiotic susceptibility patterns.
4.4.1 Serotyping:
Isolates were also serotyped according to the conventional methodology, namely slide
agglutination. This technique is based on the differential antigenic properties of the
various serogroups. Each pool of antisera contains a polyclonal population of antibodies
that are specific for a subset of related serogroup. A positive reaction prompts the
identification of the serogroup of the isolate by mixing the bacterial strain with a series
of monoclonal antibodies of which one will react with a specific antigen on the surface
of the cell. Serotyping was carried out according to manufacturer’s instructions (Statens
Serum Institut, Denmark). However, it should be noted that only the “Big Six”
serotypes were investigated, owing to budgetary constraints. VTEC colonies which
tested positive for VT by PCR and were isolated were considered to be non-groupable
due to limited stock of monoclonal antisera available. From this collection of isolates
the following serotypes were identified as illustrated in Table 4.3; O157 (n=28), O26
(n=17), O103 (n=3), O111 (n=8), O145 (n=7) and non-groupable (n=16). This
represents 35.4, 21.5, 3.8, 10.1, 8.9 and 20.3% of the total collection. One isolate was
found to have a co-infection with 2 serogroups, O157 and O103; however, the same
sample was reported as non-groupable by the reference laboratory. The VT status of
this sample was VT2 positive.
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Table 4.3: Serotypes of retrospective isolates obtained by antisera.

Control
No. of
samples

O157

O26

O103

O111

O121

O145

1
28

1
17

1
3

1
8

1
0

1
7

Nongroupable
0
16

4.4.2 Biochemical profiling:
The identification of VTEC as E. coli and the addition of the detection of VT encoding
genes or VT production and serotyping all aid in the identification process (CDC,
2009).The API system, (Biomerieux), was used in the identification of the suspected
VTEC isolates as E.coli as it was the commercial biochemical test kit used by the
diagnostic Microbiology department of CUH at the time.
In this study all isolates were confirmed to be E. coli. Biochemical analysis of the
VTEC isolates, n=78 (one strain could not be resuscitated), outlined in Table 4.4,
illustrates that just over half of the population (59%) were sorbitol fermenting with the
majority being from the non-O157 serogroups (51.2% of the total population, 80% of
the non-O157 serogroups were sorbitol fermentors). Fermentation of rhamnose was
seen in 44.9% of isolates, also predominately in the non-O157 and non-O26 serogroups
(80.6% of non-O157 and non-O26 serotypes were found to be rhamnose fermenters)
and in conjunction with sorbitol fermentation (85% of all rhamnose feremnting
isolates). However, the fermentation/ oxidation of glucose, mannitol, saccharose,
melibiose and arabinose for the utilisation as an energy source is common (91.2, 97.4,
70.5, 98.7 and 100%) across both the “big six” serogroups and those described as nongroupable in this study.
The O157 serogroup displayed β-galactosidase activity (ONPG positive reaction) in
96.4% of isolates, decarboxylation of arginine (ADH positive) in 3.6%, the
decarboxylation of ornithine (ODC positive) in 89.3%, decarboxylation of lysine (LDC
positive) in 96.4%, hydrogen sulphide production (H2S positive) in 3.6%, the
production of indole from tryptophan (IND positive) in 100% and fermentation of
glucose, mannitol, saccharose, melibose, arabinose, sorbitol and rhamnose in 96.4, 100,
72.1, 96.4, 100, 21.4 and 28.6% of isolates respectively. The O26 serogroup displayed
β-galactosidase activity in 100% of isolates, the decarboxylation of lysine in 100% of
isolates, the decarboxylation of ornithine in 88.2% of isolates, the production of indole
from tryptophan in 100% and fermentation of glucose, mannitol, saccharose, melibose,
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arabinose, sorbitol and rhamnose in 82.4, 100, 100, 100, 100, 82.4 and 11.8% of
isolates respectively. . The O103 serogroup displayed β-galactosidase activity in 100%
of isolates, the decarboxylation of lysine in 100% of isolates, the decarboxylation of
ornithine in 66.7% of isolates, the production of indole from tryptophan in 100% and
fermentation of glucose, mannitol, saccharose, melibose, arabinose, sorbitol and
rhamnose in 100, 100, 66.7, 100, 100, 100 and 100% of isolates respectively. The O111
serogroup displayed β-galactosidase activity in 87.5% of isolates, the decarboxylation
of ornithine in 62.5% of isolates, the production of indole from tryptophan in 100% and
fermentation of glucose, mannitol, saccharose, melibose, arabinose, sorbitol and
rhamnose in 100, 100, 50, 100, 100, 100 and 62.5% of isolates respectively. The O145
serogroup displayed β-galactosidase activity in 92.3% of isolates, the decarboxylation
of lysine in 92.3% of isolates, the decarboxylation of ornithine in 61.5% of isolates, the
production of indole from tryptophan in 100% and fermentation of glucose, mannitol,
saccharose, melibose, arabinose, sorbitol and rhamnose in 85.7, 100, 100, 100, 100,
42.9 and 85.7% of isolates respectively. From the biochemical profiling no patterns
emerged which could be used to distinguish the VTEC serotypes from each other or to
suggest a distinguishing feature from commensal E.coli, except perhaps the inability of
the O111 serotypes to decarboxylate Ornithine as suggested by the trend seen in table
4.4.
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Table 4.4: Biochemical Profiling of Retrospective isolates according to serogroup. Positive
reactions denoted by colour blocks for ease of observation.
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4.4.3 Antibiotic susceptibility testing:
The use of antimicrobials in the treatment of gastrointestinal infection and Haemolytic
Uraemic Syndrome is contraindicated due to the potential amplification of toxin release
by VTEC, except where strictly necessary, and then in conjunction with other therapy.
However, it is important to monitor the progression of antibiotic resistance within the
VTEC pathovar. As part of their characterisation, antibiotic profiling by disk diffusion
method outlined by Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) guidelines
(2010) were undertaken, using the following antibiotic discs; amikacin 30µg (AK 30),
amoxicillin/clavulanic acid 30µg (AMC 30), ampicillin 10µg (AMP 10), aztreonam
30µg (ATM 30), cefepime 30µg (FEP 30), cefoxitin 30µg (FOX 30), cefpodoxime
30µg (CPD 30), ciprofloxacin 5µg (CIP 5), compound sulphonamides 300µg (S3),
gentamicin 10µg (CN 10), nitrofurantoin 200µg (F200), piperacillin/tazobactam
10:110µg (TZP 110), streptomycin 25µg (S25), Tetracycline 30µg (TE 30),
trimethoprim 1.25µg (W 1.25) and tobramycin 10µg (TOB 10). The control strain used
was Escherichia coli ATCC 25922. All resistant isolates were repeated in triplicate. A
single isolate was not recoverable for antibiotic profiling. Resistance was seen most
commonly to tetracycline, trimethoprim, sulphonamides, ampicillin, augmentin and
nitrofurantoin.
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The classes of antibiotic tested in the resistance profiling were β-lactams,
aminoglycosides, tetracyclines, sulphonamides, fluoroquinolones and nitrofurans. Of
the 78 isolates, 35 (44.9%) showed resistance to at least one class of antibiotic. The
resistance seen to 1,2,3,4, and 5 classes were 35.8, 14.3,17.1, 37.1 and 2.9%
respectively. Multi-resistance is considered to be resistance to three or more antibiotic
classes, in this case 57.1% of resistant isolates were multi-resistant. Resistance to βlactams were highest at 82.9%, followed by sulphonamides at 68.8%, aminoglycosides
at 65.7%, tetracyclines at 48.6% and nitrofaurons at 11.4%. However it should be noted
that aminoglycoside resistance was only associated with streptomycin, and that all
isolates were sensitive to cephalosporins (β-lactams) and fluoroquinolones.
Resistance profiles varied among the serogroups as seen in Table 4.5. Serogroup O157
(n=28) demonstrated resistance to 1, 2 and 3 classes of antibiotics as 10.7, 7.1 and 3.6%
respectively. O26 (n=17) showed resistance to at least 1, 3 and 4 classes of antibiotics
as 17.6, 5.9 and 23.5% respectively. O103 (n=3) were all resistant to at least 1 class of
antibiotic, 1 isolate was resistant to 2 classes and 1 isolate was resistant to 3 classes.
O111 (n=8) were also all resistant to at least 3 classes with 87.5% resistant to at least 4.
O145 (n=7) are also multi-resistant with 42.9% resistant to at least one class, 14.3%
resistant to 2 classes and 14.3% resistant to 4 classes. The non-groupable isolates
showed resistance to 1, 3, 4, and 5 classes at 6.3%, 12.5%, 6.3% and 6.3% respectively.
4.5 Molecular confirmation of discrepancies:
After isolation, identification and serotyping of isolates, molecular detection of VT
status was required to confirm that the isolates obtained which differed to those
reported by the reference laboratory were VTEC (Table 4.6). Detections of VT1 and
VT2 were conducted according to the method of Paton and Paton (1998). The multiplex
PCR method to detect the most common serotypes, O157, O26, O103, O111, O121 and
O145 were taken from the EU reference laboratory for E. coli, 2013. Of the 20 isolates
that were retrieved by immunomagnetic separation, Verotoxins were detected in 18
samples by Cork University Hospital (two samples were high negatives) and in 13 of
the same samples sent to the reference laboratory. However the confirmatory PCR
carried out in this study on the retrospective isolates could only detect VT in 10
samples, five of which were PCR negative in the reference laboratory (Fig 4.1).
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Confirmatory PCR carried out in this study on the retrospective isolates could only
detect VT in 10 samples of 18.
Table 4.6: Molecular confirmation of the Verotoxin status of the isolates retrieved from samples in
this study not isolated by the Reference laboratory.
Sample

-ve Control
+ve Control
17
36
38
52
64
67
83
84
85
93

Verotoxin detected by
RT in CUH.

Verotoxin detected by
Reference Laboratory

VT1
VT2

VT1
-ve
VT1 & VT2
VT1
VT2
VT1
-ve
-ve
-ve
-ve

VT1
VT2
VT1
VT1
VT2
VT1
VT2

Verotoxin detected by
PCR in retrospective
isolates.
-ve
VT 1
VT1
VT1 & VT2
VT1 & VT2
VT2
VT2
VT1
VT1
VT2
VT2
VT1

Table 4.7: Confirmation of Verotoxin status of O111 retrospective isolates.
Sample

-ve Control
34
35
36
37
38


VT detected
by RT in
CUH

VT detected
by
Reference
Laboratory

VT1 & VT2 VT1 & VT2
VT1 & VT2 VT1 & VT2
VT2
-ve
VT1 & VT2 VT1 & VT2
U
VT1 & VT2
NG= Non-groupable

VT detected
from
retrospective
isolates in
the current
study
-ve
VT1 & VT2
VT1 & VT2
VT1 & VT2
VT1 & VT2
VT1 & VT2
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Isolation by
Reference
Laboratory

Serotype
reported by
Reference
Laboratory

Serotype of
retrospective
isolates
obtained by
antisera

Y
Y
N
Y
N

O76
NG

O111
O111
O111
O111
O111

O111

Fig 4.1: Molecular confirmation of Verotoxin 1 (VT1) and Verotoxin 2 (VT2) in VTEC isolates
with discrepant results to the reference laboratory. Molecular marker (HyperLadderII,
highlighted bands, 2000bp, 1000bp and 300bp) and sample number are visible in red. Lane 1- 25
consist of samples isolated by immunomagnetic separation which were not isolated by the reference
laboratory, samples 36, 83, 84, 85, and 93 were reported PCR negative by the reference laboratory.
Confirmation of VT status in Lanes 27-33 for O111 isolates also with discrepant results.

Fig 4.2: Molecular confirmation of O111 serotype in VTEC isolates with discrepant results to the
reference laboratory. Molecular marker (HyperLadder II, highlighted bands 2000bp. 1000bp and
300bp) and sample number are visible in red. Samples 34, 35, 36, 37 and 38 were identified as the
serotype O111 by antisera and by PCR with molecular weights of 829bp.

Of considerable interest are the five O111 isolates shown in Table 4.7 (34, 35, 36, 37
and 38) which were all collected from the month of May 2013 and all display the same
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biochemical and antibiotic resistance profile (Table 4.4 and Table 4.5). These isolates
were identified by monoclonal antisera but also confirmed by PCR as seen in Fig.4.2
with bands visible at 828bp.
4.6 Analysis of sample properties:
Table 4.8: Comparison of stool consistency and serotype from isolates.

O157
O26
O103
O111
O145
Non-groupable
Not isolated

Bloody (n=16)

Liquid (n=39)

%
62.5
18.8

%
33.3
15.4
2.6
2.6
10.3
15.4
17.9

6.3
6.3
6.3

Semi-solid (n=27)
%
7.4
7.4
3.7
18.5
33.3
29.6

Solid (n=16)
%
31.3
25
6.3
12.5
18.8
6.3
6.3

Foot note: Bloody= visible blood in sample, Liquid= diarrheal sample taking shape of container, Semisolid= sample takes shape of the container but more dense in consistency and Solid= sample dense in
consistency and does not take the shape of the container.

Of the 98 samples analysed in this study, the stool consistency of 16.3% were bloody,
39.8% liquid, 27.6% semi-solid and 16.3% solid. When looking specifically at the
serogroup obtained from the isolates (n=79) and their associated stool consistency, it
was found that O157 isolates were obtained from stools which were 62.5% bloody,
33.3% liquid, 7.4% semi-solid and 31.3% solid, the non-O157 serogroups were 25.1%
bloody, 30.9% liquid, 29.65 semi-solid and 42.6% solid. The non-groupable VTEC
were isolated from 6.3% bloody, 15.4% liquid, 33.3% semi-solid and 6.3% solid.
Samples from which no isolate was obtained were from 6.3% bloody samples, 17.9%
liquid, 29.6% semi-solid and 6.3% solid.
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Table 4.9: Properties of semi-solid and solid samples.
All samples
(n)

O157 (n=30)
O26 (n=16)
O103 (n=3)
O111 (n=8)
O145 (n=8)
Not isolated
(n=17)
Nongroupable
(n=16)

Semi-solid and Solid samples
VT1
VT2
VT1+VT2

30.6
16.3
3.1
8.2
8.2
17.3

Semi-solid and solid samples
Semi-solid
% of all
% of
and solid
samples
serogroup
specimens
7
7.1
23.3
6
6.1
37.5
2
2
66.7
7
7.1
87.5
3
3.1
37.5
9
9.2
52.9

1
3
2
2
1
3

4

2
3

1
1
5

4
1
1

16.3

10

3

4

3

(%)

10.2

62.5

Despite the clinical criteria for VTEC infection identifying the presence of diarrhoea,
abdominal pain and/or HUS, it was found that 43.9% of VT positive samples (n=98) in
this study were semi-solid or solid in stool consistency (Table 4.9). A total 44.3% of
isolates were obtained from semi-solid and solid sample types. Of the isolates obtained
(n=79), 23.3% of O157, 37.5% of O26, 66.7% of O103, 87.5% of O111, 37.5% of
O145, 52.9% and 62.5% of non-groupable isolates came from either semi-solid or solid
samples. Also 52.9% of VT positive but culture negative samples were either semisolid or solid in consistency. If the selection criteria for testing by the diagnostic
laboratory included the testing of Bloody and Liquid specimens, 43.9% of the PCR
positive samples would not have been detected.
The isolation rate of VT positive samples detected by Real Time PCR was 87.1%. Of
the 63 samples, VT1 was detected in 32.3% and VT2 detected in 31.1%, VT1 and VT2
were detected in 30.6% of samples (Table 4.10). The average crossing point (Cp) value
for VT1 detection was 31.67±5.4 and 30.95±4.4 for VT2. Interestingly, the detection of
VT1 and VT2 from strains possessing both toxins had lower Cp values (VT1,
29.94±4.2 and VT2 29.03±4.3); the same can also be said for the Cp values of samples
where isolates have been obtained (VT1 30.51±4.3, VT2 30.63±4.1 and VT1 and VT2
29.80±4.1, 28.70±3.3).
When looking at the individual Cp values of the samples analysed (n=63), 8 samples
had Cp values greater than 36 cycles. Of these 8 samples, 5 yield isolates of which 4
were either not detected or not isolated by the VTEC-NRL.
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Table 4.10: Outline of sample consistency, molecular properties (VT status and Cp value obtained
from EntericBio Real Time assay) and isolation rate for all samples analysed
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Table 4.11: Outline of sample consistency, molecular properties (VT status and Cp value obtained
from EntericBio Real Time assay) and isolation rate for the serotypes isolated during the course of
the study.
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4.7 Epidemiological statistics derived from results:

Age distribution of patients presenting
with acute gastroentritis.
2013 samples

2013 isolates

655

66

2012 samples

2012 isolates

21
19
16
10
6
3

4

22

5
00

221
0

32
1

5455

66

66
32

11

0-10 yrs 11-20 yrs 21-30 yrs 31-40 yrs 41-50 yrs 51-60 yrs 61-70 yrs 71-80 yrs 81-90 yrs

Fig 4.3: Visual comparison of the age distribution (years) of patients presenting with acute
gastroenteritis and subsequently tested PCR positive for Verotoxin genes in 2012 and 2013
(Blue=VT samples collected during 2013, Red=isolates obtained in this study from VT positive
samples collected in 2013, Green=VT samples collected during 2012, Purple=isolates obtained from
VT positive samples collected during 2012).

Gender of patients presenting with
acute gastroenteritis.
Male

Female
33

17

18

30

30

25

15
9

2012 samples

2012 isolates

2013 samples

2013 isolates

Fig 4.4: Visual comparison of the gender of patients presenting with acute gastroenteritis and
subsequently tested PCR positive for Verotoxin genes in 2012 and 2013. Also included is the sex of
patients from whose sample VTEC was successfully retrospectively isolated during the years 2012
and 2013 (Blue=male, Red=female).
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Comparison of 2012 and 2013 monthly
distribution of VTEC in the current study
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

2012 samples

2012 isolates

2013 samples

2013 isolates

Fig 4.5: Visual comparisons of the seasonal trends of VTEC infection seen in 2012 and 2013,
including cases (VTEC positive samples) and retrospectively isolated strains. (Blue=VT samples
collected during 2012, Red=isolates obtained in this study from VT positive samples collected in
2012, Green=VT samples collected during 2013, Purple=isolates obtained from VT positive samples
collected during 2013).

Comaprison of VT status of
samples and isolates from 2012
and 2013.
VT1

VT2

22

20

15
5

6

2012 samples

4

VT1 & VT2
25 25

22
14

18

4

2012 isolates

2013 samples

2013 isolates

Fig 4.6: VT genes detected from samples collected in 2012 and 2013. (Blue=VT1, Red=VT2 and
Green=VT1 and VT2).
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Comparison of serotypes isolated in
2012 and 2013
2012

2013

18
13

11

10
7
4

O157

O26

4

3
0

1

O103

O111

3

O145

5

Ungroupable

Fig 4.7: VTEC serotypes retrospectively isolated from VT positive samples during this study
identified by monoclonal antisera; a comparison of the serotypes identified in 2012 and 2013.
(Blue=serotypes from 2012, Red=serotypes from 2013).

Although only samples collected between May and December 2012 were available for
this study, the seasonal trend (Fig 4.5) is still evident with a peak in incidence during
August. A similar trend is also seen in 2013 (Fig 4.5), apart from the increase in the
volume of cases seen across the months however, there is a second smaller spike in
cases seen in April-May of 2013.
Of the samples collected in 2012, Fig 4.4 shows that 17 were collected from males and
18 from females. In 2013 there were 33 male and 30 female cases identified from the
samples collected.
When taking a closer look at the cases themselves a greater proportion of the isolates
were VT1 and VT1 & VT2 in 2013 compared to the previous year. There was also an
increase in the number of non-O157 VTEC cases seen in 2013; note the detection of
O103 and O111 (Fig 4.7).
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5. Discussion:
In many cases, VTEC is a highly pathogenic organism which generally manifests as
severe gastrointestinal disease, but which can, on occasion, develop into HUS, a
condition carrying a 5-10% mortality rate (Cheung and Trachtman, 2014). The classes
of antibiotic used in the resistance profiling were β-lactams, aminoglycosides,
tetracyclines, sulphonamides, quinolones and nitrofurans. Prompt detection is very
important owing to the severity of illness and the possibility of death among those
infected. Furthermore, the containment of outbreaks depends on timely detection and
contact tracing. Detection methods are gradually evolving away from the conventional
methods of isolation, i.e. culture-based, to more rapid molecular-based approaches.
This is a welcome trend, for a number of reasons. In the first case, traditional culture
methods have favoured the serogroup O157, and the sensitivity of culture is affected by
the viability of the strain in the stool sample for investigation. Furthermore, our
experience has been that the isolation of O157 does not necessarily mean that the
isolated strain is verotoxigenic.
While these timely, sensitive molecular methods are undoubtedly preferable from the
diagnostic, therapeutic and infection control point of view, there is still a need for the
isolation of the offending bacterium from the patient sample. Molecular methods focus
on the detection of VT genes; however it is well known that the detection of a specific
gene does not necessarily mean expression of said gene. To confirm whether VT genes
are being expressed, non-culture and/or culture dependent assays are required (CDC,
2009). In clinical laboratories, however, the assumption is made that the detection of
verotoxigenic E. coli from a patient with acute gastroenteritis suggests the expression of
the verotoxin gene or genes. The delay in reporting VT presence/expression would
diminish the value of such a report by the time that it was completed; therefore this
option is not routinely chosen.
PCR-based techniques detect the genes from both viable and non-viable cells.
Molecular detection also fails to differentiate between samples taken in the early stages
of infection and those taken near the end of an infection or those taken from an
asymptomatic carrier in an outbreak. A quantifiable real-time assay can give an
indication of the bacterial load; however this once again fails to differentiate viable
versus non-viable cells. Confirmation of infection and categorisation of patient from an
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epidemiological point of view is still reliant on isolation of the pathogen by culture,
albeit retrospectively to molecular detection.
As no gold standard methodology currently exists for the isolation of all VTEC
serogroups, validation studies regarding enrichment, immunomagnetic separation and
culture were carried out prior to analysis of samples. The methodology used in this
research was based on the suggestions of Verstraete et al. (2010) and the CDC and
Association of Public Health Laboratories, (2012) and Gill et al. (2014). Essentially
which promote pre-enrichment of suspect VTEC samples as a key step in the maximum
recovery and recommend the combination of culturing suspect samples on to both
lesser and more selective agars with the detection of Verotoxins either by molecular
means.
Both pre-enrichment and IMS are recommended for the enhanced detection of VTEC
from low number samples. In the enrichment condition study, the optimum enrichment
conditions were found to be overnight enrichment in EB at 37C. The choice of these
conditions was based on standardisation of the process and prevention of the accidental
inhibition of some VTEC serotypes. Owing to the results of the enrichment validation
study, the manufacturer’s protocol for IMS was not followed in full, whereby the use of
BPW was substituted by EB®. All faecal enrichment broths were screened for the two
most common serotypes first (O157 and O26) before utilising the other serotyping
beads, as previous studies had shown that these two serotypes should account for the
majority of VTEC in clinical samples. It should also be noted that the IMS commercial
systems available currently provide IMS beads for the detection of only the six most
commonly reported serotypes of VTEC, and that these are provided as six separate
vials, without the possibility of a combined serotype enrichment approach. This makes
the utility of IMS somewhat limited, owing to the labour intensiveness of the
methodology, the lack of availability of further serotype enrichment and isolation, and
the fact that clinical sample volumes in any case might not allow extensive IMS
enrichment for multiple serotypes. However, in the validation of retrospective VTEC
isolation IMS using O157 and O26 Captivate beads resulted in the isolation of all six
serotype control strains from artificially inoculated human faeces. This test was carried
out in duplicate and confirmed by serotyping with monoclonal antisera. The specificity
of these immunomagnetic beads must be questioned considering that all control
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serotypes were isolated and correctly identified. It is unknown what antibodies are
attached to the beads, but this would suggest that antibodies present were raised against
Verotoxin or some other common antigen or that the “big six” serotypes must have
similar or partially similar antigenic structure. As IMS is a recommended step in the
isolation of VTEC, it was deemed advantageous to include it despite the serotype
specificity issues to optimise the recovery of VTEC. This finding was surprising; in the
few published studies available that report on the performance of IMS, there does not
appear to have been mention of this inter-serotype lack of specificity; although cross
reactivity between E. coli O157 and other genera, including Citrobacter have been
demonstrated for IMS previously (Duffy et al., 2008).

Various studies regarding optimisation of isolation by VTEC culture-based methods
have been conducted, and it has been recommended that, in order to prevent the
exclusion of some of the non-O157 VTEC serotypes, it is best practice to dual culture
on both lesser and more selective agars (CDC and Association of Public Health
Laboratories, 2012; Gill et al., 2014). Based on this recommendation, the agar used in
this methodology included; Mac Conkey agar without salt and CHROMagar STEC.
Due to variability among O157 and non-O157 serogroups regarding the fermentation of
sorbitol, sorbitol MacConkey agar was excluded from this study. The growth of the
O157 serotype can occur up to 42C. In order to prevent accidental inhibition of the
non-O157 VTEC, of which optimum growth temperatures are currently unknown, and
taking into account the results obtained from the validation of enrichment broths and
the optimum growth temperature of commensal E. coli at 37C, the growth temperature
used in this study was 37C.
Retrospective isolation of VTEC resulted in an overall recovery rate of 80.6% of which
Immunomagnetic separation attributed 20.3%. In comparison, of the same 98 samples
tested by the reference laboratory, 84.7% tested positive for VT genes but only 70.4%
were isolated. The samples sent to the reference laboratory were fresh samples
processed within a week of detection of VT, stored at 2-8C without additional
manipulation before being transported to Dublin. The delay between collection of the
patient sample and receipt of the sample in the reference laboratory might have been
expected to contribute to the lower isolation rate by that laboratory. It stands to reason
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that the complete elucidation of VTEC requires capability by regional laboratories, to
avoid the flaws caused by unavoidable delays in transport.
As an adjunct to problems caused by delay, a further study was conducted on frozen
samples. The isolation rates of VTEC from samples frozen for various lengths of time
have been outlined in Table 4.2. As expected, the longer the samples were frozen at 20C the greater the reduction in recovery. In a similar study whereby samples were
frozen at -20C for up to 2 years, the rate of recovery was shown to be inversely
proportional to the length of time in storage (Couturier et al., 2011). The retrospective
isolation study conducted as part of this thesis found an isolation rate (without IMS) of
83.3% for samples stored for less than 30 days. This is comparable to the non-frozen
samples sent to the reference laboratory (70.4% isolation rate). As the samples in the
current study were frozen without glycerol, it is logical to expect the death of cells over
an extended period of time as reported previously (Acha et al., 2005). However, as the
VTEC bacterial load in each sample is unknown it cannot be said that the inability to
recover 19.4% of the samples was due to the freezing conditions alone. When
contemplating the sample matrix, it may also be possible that inhibitors may have been
present or the microflora may have out competed the VTEC in the sample. Another
contributing factor may be that the methodology used was unsuitable for some
serotypes and inhibited their isolation, for example, the components of the
CHROMagar STEC supplement are proprietary to the manufacturer; hence its effect on
possible inhibition of some serotypes is unknown. However in the case whereby no
isolate was obtained but Verotoxin genes were detected, it may be the case that the
organisms in the sample were non-viable, owing to storage conditions or that the patient
submitted the sample near the end of infection, shedding low numbers of VTEC which
may be below the limit of detection of culture methods. As the validation of enrichment
broths indicated, the limit of detection of a pure culture of E. coli O157 in a log phase
of growth and at a turbidity equivalent to a 0.5McFarland turbidity standard was 10-7
(1.5x101 CFU/ml), hence it can be implied that in a faeces sample the limit of detection
might be expected to be considerably higher. Validation of the retrospective isolation of
VTEC from fresh human faeces indicated that the “big six” serotypes could be isolated
successfully by both plating after enrichment and IMS from a spike of VTEC
containing approximately 1.5x107 CFU/ml (a 1/10 dilution of a 0.5McFarland
suspension). Further work is required to find a limit of detection in spiked faeces
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samples. Of the 79 isolates obtained from this study, 13 (16.6%) were isolated from
samples frozen at -20C and which were non-recoverable by the Reference Laboratory.
The National VTEC Reference Laboratory (VTEC-NRL) undertakes a national VTEC
service and an outbreak service for the HSE in conjunction with Public Health. In
relation to their confirmatory services, they currently employ a two-step approach
involving enrichment PCR and direct culture. A validation study carried out by the
VTEC-NRL found that this combined method resulted in 98.2% sensitivity, 100%
specificity, 100% PPV and 99.43% NPV (unpublished, Rice, 2015). Although the same
samples were tested by both the VTEC-NRL and during this study, 10.2% more isolates
were obtained through the methodology validated in the current study. Personal
communication with Tom Rice, following his conduction of a safefood-funded study of
methodologies used on the Island of Ireland by clinical laboratories during 2014/2015
suggests that the media currently used for the enrichment and isolation of VTEC may
be biased towards the isolation and detection of O157 VTEC (unpublished, Rice, Feb
2015). VTEC-NRL utilises mTSB (with novobiocin) as enrichment medium and uses
SMAC, CT-SMAC and CHROMagar STEC as culture media for isolation
(unpublished, Rice, Feb 2015). As previously discussed the use of novobiocin is
contraindicated in the isolation of non-O157 VTEC due to its possibly inhibitory
effects, as is Tellurite in CT-SMAC. Sorbitol MacConkey agar is also more selective
for the isolation of O157 VTEC as many are non-fermentors of sorbitol, however as
shown in this study, Sorbitol MacConkey Agar would not be of benefit as a selective
agent for the non-O157 VTEC as 80% were found to ferment sorbitol . Perhaps
isolation of VTEC from clinical samples could be enhanced by the use of less selective
media. The methodologies of the VTEC-NRL aside, it might also be suggested that all
samples sent to the Reference Laboratory should be transported while being kept frozen
at -20C, with or without the addition of glycerol. The viability of the VTEC should not
be expected to be significantly affected if the storage time is less than 1 month (Acha et
al., 2005). This would allow for a greater rate of isolation and the generation of a larger
bank of VTEC isolates for epidemiological studies.
The isolation rate of VT positive samples detected by Real Time PCR was 87.1%; this
is significantly higher than the isolation rate obtained previously by Koziel et al.
(2013b) whereby 45.7% of all positive VTEC specimens yielded an isolate.
Interestingly, the detection of VT1 and VT2 from strains possessing both toxins had
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lower Cp values; the same can also be said for the Cp values of samples where isolates
have been obtained. The average Cp value for VT detection for each sample
consistency type fell within 36 cycles. As discussed previously, sample matrix may
impact on ability to isolate VTEC from VT positive samples. From these results we
can see that detection of the toxins by Real Time methods may also be affected by
sample consistency. Although suggested links may be deduced from sample
consistency, Cp values cannot be used as indicators of isolation success, as no major
difference in Cp can be seen in samples isolated and not isolated (Table 4.11). The
same can be said for the use of Cp values as indicators of serogroup as there is little
evidence to suggest a difference here between the various serogroups, except perhaps
for the O26 serogroup (VT1 27.32±2.4, VT2 28.64±5.5 and VT1 and VT2 26.66±2.1,
26.68±2.0).
When looking at the individual Cp values of the samples analysed (n=63), 8 samples
had Cp values greater than 36 cycles. Of these 8 samples, 5 yielded isolates of which 4
were either not detected or not isolated by the VTEC-NRL. In general, the rule of
thumb is that a Cp value of greater than 36 cycles may be considered a false negative in
some cases, and particularly as in the VTEC-NRL the threshold for interpretation of
positive results is taken as 35 cycles (EntericBio, 2014). Considering that in the current
study, five isolates (Cp values of between 35 and 39 cycles) contributed to 6.3% of all
the isolates obtained in this study (9.3% of isolates obtained from Real time VT
detection), it can be hypothesized that the detection/isolation of a significant proportion
of viable pathogens could be missed by placing the threshold at 36 cycles.
The Reference Laboratory isolated 15 isolates which were not isolated in this study.
However, of these 15 samples, 11 were frozen for greater than 221 days. IMS
contributed greatly to the overall recovery of VTEC accounting for 20.3% of the
isolates obtained, which would otherwise have been missed. The rate of recovery by
IMS over and above enrichment culture was 22.2, 5.9, 10.5 and 17.6% for ≤ 90 days,
91-180 days, 181-270 days and 271-360 days, respectively. As observed during this
study when analyzing the effect of storage conditions on recovery by culture, it may be
assumed that the greater the injury caused to the micro-organisms by freezing the more
beneficial IMS might be expected to be to the overall recovery rate. Unexpectedly it
appears from this study that the recovery of VTEC by IMS is not dependent on the
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length of time that the sample is frozen however, as those isolates which were
recovered varied in storage length from 33-352 days. However if IMS were to be
excluded as a step in the isolation of VTEC, 20.3% of the isolates would not have been
recovered. It might be expected that patient factors relating to diet, medical intervention
and stage of infection might all have an effect on the viability of their infecting strain,
in addition to temporal and sample storage factors. These patient factors would need a
much larger study to measure the effect of such additional variables.
IMS has been reported to be influenced by serotype and inoculum level (Verstraete et
al., 2010). In the current study, IMS brought about the recovery of 8 isolates in which
VT was not detected or an isolate was not obtained by the reference laboratory, 3 of
which were serogroup O157 and 2 were serogroup O26. Furthermore 6 more of these
isolates were identified as a different serogroup (O111 and O145) by monoclonal
antisera irrespective of the IMS beads used. Five other serotype discrepancies were
found in isolates obtained from direct culture of enrichment broth. Failure to isolate and
identify these serotypes could have a negative impact on epidemiological investigations
reported to the HPSC and the ECDC.
Confirmatory PCR-based detections conducted in this study on the retrospective
isolates could only detect VT in 10 samples of 18, 5 of which were PCR negative in the
reference laboratory (Fig 4.1). Isolate DNA was obtained by sonication using Enteric
Bio Extract tubes, isolates were resuscitated from frozen bead inoculations which had
previously been stored at -20C for varying lengths of time, and it is thought that this
crude method of extraction and the freeze thaw cycles imposed on the extracted DNA
samples may have impacted the quantity and quality of DNA extracted for analysis.
Due to the restrictions enforced in a Category 3 laboratory, other methods of DNA
extraction were not possible.
Characterisation of isolates involved biochemical identification, serotyping and
antibiotic susceptibility profiling. In this study all isolates were confirmed to be E.coli.
Biochemical analysis of the VTEC isolates, n=78 (one strain could not be resuscitated),
outlined in Table 4.4, illustrates that just over half of the population (59%) were
sorbitol fermenting with the majority being from the non-O157 serogroups (51.2% of
the total population, 80% of the non-O157 serogroups were sorbitol fermenters).
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Fermentation of rhamnose was seen in 44.9% of isolates, also predominately in the nonO157 and non-O26 serogroups (80.6% of non-O157 and non-O26 serotypes were found
to be rhamnose fermenters) and in conjunction with sorbitol fermentation (85% of all
rhamnose feremnting isolates). However, the fermentation/ oxidation of glucose,
mannitol, saccharose, melibiose and arabinose for the utilisation as an energy source is
common (91.2, 97.4, 70.5, 98.7 and 100%) across both the “big six” serogroups and
those described as non-groupable in this study. Other traits included among this set of
isolates included β-galactosidase activity (ONPG positive reaction), decarboxylation of
arginine (ADH positive), hydrogen sulphide production (H2S positive) and the
production of indole from tryptophan (IND positive). From the biochemical profiling
no patterns emerged which could be used to distinguish the VTEC serotypes from each
other or from commensal E.coli (Paton and Paton, 1998), except perhaps the inability of
the O111 serogroup isolates to decarboxylate Ornithine, however biochemical profiling
did instead confirm the diversity of VTEC seen in the Cork region.
Isolated VTEC colonies were serotyped for the “big six” serotypes. Colonies which
tested positive for VT by PCR and which were identified as E.coli were considered to
be non-groupable due to limited stock of monoclonal antisera. From this collection of
isolates the following serotypes were identified as illustrated in Table 4.3; O157 (28),
O26 (17), O103 (3), O111 (8), O145 (7) and non-groupable (16). This represents 35.4,
21.5, 3.8, 10.1, 8.9 and 20.3% of the total collection. One isolate was found to have a
co-infection with 2 serogroups, O157 and O103; the same sample was reported as nongroupable by the reference laboratory. The VT status of this sample was VT2 positive;
interestingly the target for Campylobacter spp was also detected in the sample. The
presence of more than one zoonotic pathogen in the same sample is not unexpected.
Antimicrobial resistance is common among the many strains of VTEC isolated from
humans, animals and food products, although the work of Bettleheim et al. (2003)
indicates that there is higher resistance seen in non-VTEC than in VTEC isolates. From
Table 4.5, the variation in antibiotic resistance is widely distributed. Of the 36 isolates,
19 (52.7%) were resistant to at least one antibiotic, this is a significant increase in
comparison to a study carried out in Belgium in 2010 by Buvens et al. where 33.8% of
human VTEC isolates were found to be resistant to at least 1 antibiotic and in a
Japanese study where 22.5% of all isolates were resistant to at least one antimicrobial
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agent (Midori Hiroi, 2012). Even though Ireland has one of the highest rates of VTEC
in Europe it is still surprising to see an increase in antimicrobial resistance to this level.
Many isolates are now multidrug resistant i.e. are resistant to at least one antimicrobial
agent in at least three antimicrobial classes (Magiorakos et al., 2011). Walsh et al.
(2006) found that 1.4% of VTEC isolates from animals were multidrug resistant, from
Table 4.5 the percentage of isolates that were multidrug resistant in humans was 44.9%.
The human study in Japan saw resistance of the O157 serogroup to ampicillin,
kanamycin, streptomycin, sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim and tetracycline, of the
antimicrobial agents tested in this study there was similarity as O157 resistance to
ampicillin, tetracycline, trimethoprim, streptomycin, amoxicillin/clavulanic acid and
compound sulphonamides were evident. This also agrees with the resistance patterns
seen in the Belgian study where resistance to streptomycin, sulphonamides and
tetracycline was the most common resistance profile seen in the O157 strains (Buvens
et al., 2012). Resistance to these agents is often mediated by mobile genetic elements.
Unlike the report from Japan, there were similar resistance patterns seen in the O26
serogroup among the O26 strains in the current study (Midori Hiroi, 2012). A rather
interesting observation from this study is the resistance profile seen for the O111
serogroup which were resistance to 4 classes of antibiotics (Table 4.5). From the
currently available literature, there do not appear to be reports of serotype-associated
resistance profiles. It is thought that the O111 strains may in fact be part of an outbreak
due to their collection in May 2013 and their near identical biochemical and antibiotic
resistance profiles as seen in Table 4.4 and 4.5. Further research into the sub-typing of
these strains needs to be conducted to investigate this hypothesis.
The severity of infection, graded on the presence of visual blood in the stool sample,
correlated to the serotype identified. Thirteen bloody diarrhoeal stool specimens were
received of which 10 were identified as serogroup O157, 2 were identified as serogroup
O26 VT1 positive isolates and 1 O145 serogroup VT2 isolate. VT 2 infections are
known to be more severe than VT1 (Cleary, 2004) however, as seen by this study some
strains of VT1 non-O157 VTEC can have similar severity. Despite the clinical criteria
for VTEC infection identifying the presence of diarrhoea, abdominal pain and/ or HUS,
it was found that 43.9% of VT positive samples (n=98) in this study were semi-solid or
solid in stool consistency (Table 4.9). All samples were from patients with acute
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gastroenteritis. Selective processing or the processing of samples as high or low risk
due to stool consistency might potentially result in the under reporting and diagnosis of
VTEC infection.The vast majority of non-O157 VTEC isolates were obtained from
solid or semi-solid specimens (37.5% of O26, 66.7% of O103, 87.5% of O111, 37.5%
of O145, 52.9% and 62.5% of non-groupable isolates). Also, 52.9% of VT positive but
culture negative samples were either semi-solid or solid in consistency. Considering
that just over half of all culture-negative samples came from this stool consistency
category, it may indicate that adaptations to the isolation methodology may be needed
in order to enhance detection such as the utilisation of agitation during incubation of
faecal enrichment. Otherwise, the solid stool may not yield the pathogen when it is
present. Agitation may aid in the freeing of the pathogen from the faecal matrix leading
to enhanced enrichment. However, it should be kept in mind that in this study, 50% of
culture negative samples from this consistency category were frozen without the use of
cyro-protective medium for at least 8 months.
The retrospective isolation of VTEC from molecular positive samples confirmed that
there are more cases of VTEC seen than what are reported to the HPSC, and that the
majority of the VTEC infections seen in Cork are multidrug resistant, and also that
serotype-specific trends are evident regarding both biochemical characteristics and
antibiotic susceptibility patterns as seen in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5.
VTEC infection is most often seen in children under the age of 5 and the elderly.
Epidemiological analysis of the data collected during this study indicates that the age
distribution of cases in the Cork region adhere to the trend seen nationwide. The highest
incidence is seen in children less than 10 years and in those over the age of 60 (Fig 4.3).
These age groups would be seen as immuno-compromised and hence the most
susceptible to infection. However in 2013 a deviation from the trend was seen as a
spike in cases in the 21-40 year age group was evident. This spike in the 21-40 years
age group could possibly be attributed to the ingestion of contaminated food at BBQ’s
as the summer of 2013 was particularly warm. The unusual statistics seen in the 2013
data could possibly be attributed to the good weather seen in April and the summer of
2013. Undercooking of process meats and unwashed salad leaves may be the source of
the infection. The fact the amount of VT1 increased 4 fold, while VT1 and VT2
increased 3 fold (Fig 4.6). VT1 is most commonly associated with animal strains of
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VTEC and this significant increase seen in the Cork region suggests that the increase in
infection is linked to the food chain via contamination of food or water sources by
infected animal faeces.
The HSE-South has the 3rd highest level of VTEC in the country (HPSC, 2013e). In
2012 there were 558 cases of VTEC in Ireland (HPSC, 2012 a, b, c, d) of which 140
were reported from the HSE-South. Retrospective culture resulted in the isolation of 25
VTEC isolates from 35 VT positive samples collected in the Cork region between May
and December 2012. In 2013, the HPSC reported 711 cases of VTEC of which 115
were collected from the HSE-South (HPSC, 2013 a, b, c, d). This study yield 54 isolates
from 63 VT positive samples collected between January and November 2013 from the
Cork region. The isolates obtained from the 2012 collection represents 6.3% of the
number of cases seen in the country at that time, while the 2013 collection represents
7.6%, these figures alone indicate that the number of cases reported may be
underestimated. However, it should be stressed that the molecular basis for detection
in the Cork region is likely to have resulted in a higher reporting level for VTEC than in
other regions where culture-based methods still formed the basis for VTEC
investigations.
A point from this study which highlights the likelihood of underreporting elsewhere in
Ireland, is illustrated by the group of five O111 isolates shown in Table 4.7 (34, 35, 36,
37 and 38) which all display the same biochemical and resistance profile (Table 4.4 and
Table 4.5). The specimens of these O111 isolates were collected during the month of
May 2013, 3 of which were isolated from West Cork (2 were both children under the
age of 5 from the same town, both were VT1 & VT2 positive, however one was also
positive for Campylobacter infection, the other case was an adult which was found to be
VT2 positive by Real Time PCR in Cork University Hospital) and 2 from North Cork
(VT1 & VT2 positive). It is unknown if these patients are related or if they would have
had access to the same source of infection. Nevertheless, the Reference Laboratory
failed to detect VT genes in one sample and failed to subsequently isolate the pathogen,
and isolate VTEC from another PCR positive specimen. Of the isolates obtained by the
reference laboratory (n=3) from these 5 samples, only one was identified as O111 (the
other two were identified as O76 and non-groupable). Confirmatory PCR as seen in Fig
4.1 and Fig 4.2, of the 5 isolates recovered in this study resulted in the detection of VT
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and O111 serotype genes. Investigation of whether or not this was an actual outbreak
would involve the subtyping of the strains by either or both Pulse-Field Gel
Electrophoresis (PFGE) and MLVA (Multiple Locus Variable-number Tandem Repeat
Anaylsis) analysis. Incidences such as these can severely negatively impact on
epidemiological data, and subsequently the control and prevention of outbreaks.
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6. Conclusion:
This thesis aimed to establish a retrospective isolation methodology for Verotoxigenic
E.coli (VTEC) whereby rapid preliminary results indicating the detection of Verotoxin
(VT) can be released while confirmatory isolation and characterisation is performed,
thus allowing timely treatment of the infection and preventing of the spread of
infection. The method validated incorporates overnight enrichment of the faeces
followed by Immunomagnetic separation and dual culture of both enriched faeces and
Immunomagnetic separation suspension on lesser selective media, resulting in this
study in an isolation rate of 83.3% for samples stored at -20C for fewer than 30 days. It
was also hypothesised that due to the lack of standardise protocol for the isolation of all
VTEC serotypes that VTEC infection is likely to be under-diagnosed; a fact that was
confirmed by this study. This undoubtedly has a compound effect on national and
European VTEC statistics as even reference laboratory methods may fail to detect the
pathogen in certain cases. Of 98 VT positive samples collected for this study and 79
isolates obtained, only 87.4% of these samples were found to be VT positive by the
VTEC-NRL and 16.6% of the isolates failed to be recovered. In order to enhance the
detection and isolation of VTEC this study recommends; sample appearance of suspect
VTEC faeces should not be taken into consideration for high or low risk processing,
referred VTEC samples should be transported in validated cooler boxers/ refrigerated
units or frozen with/without glycerol to maintain the integrity of the samples, crossing
point (Cp) value should be increased to 39 cycles and isolation methodology should be
modified to encompass the detection of all VTEC serotypes. Inherent bias appears to be
created by the method used to detect VTEC in faeces samples as methodologies tend to
lean towards the detection of O157 VTEC, there may need to be a mathematically
deducted correction factor included in future analyses as increasing numbers of
laboratories convert to molecular methods.It can be suggested from the findings in this
body of work that more stringent prophylactic intervention, particularly hygiene, at the
farm level require introduction as there was a large increase in VT1 and VT1&VT2
strains detected in 2013 in comparison to 2012. Furthermore, the detection of VTEC in
the food chain and in water supplies is almost invariably culture-based, currently. One
recommendation from this study might be that the use of molecular-based detections for
environmental and food samples should be used to prevent the entry of VTEC into the
human food chain.
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A review of the current literature indicated that there is limited information available
with regards the antibiotic resistance in human VTEC strains in Ireland and Europe.
Although antimicrobial susceptibility testing is not routinely conducted for all VTEC
isolates, the level of antimicrobial resistance determined in the current study suggests
that antimicrobial resistance monitoring should be conducted routinely. The current
study indicated that 57.1% of resistant isolates displayed multi-resistance to more than
3 antibiotic classes, additionally. Although antibiotic treatment of VTEC infection is
contraindicated, alarmingly high rates of antibiotic resistance in humans are worrying
and their prevalence should be tracked in order to prevent outbreaks.
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8. Appendix.
(A) Data collection of all VT positive samples;
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No:

1

VT detected VT detected
by
by
EntericBio II EntericBio
Real Time
VT1+VT2

2

VT2

3
4
5

VT1
VT2
VT2

6
7

VT2
VT2

8
9
10
11

VT2
VT2
VT1+VT2
VT2

12

VT2

O157
Not
isolated
O157
O157
O26
Not
isolated
O26

13
14
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VT2
VT2
VT1
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O26

16
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VT1
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VT1+VT2
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Not
isolated
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VT1

21
22
23

VT2
VT2
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O26
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Not
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No:

24

VT2

VT1
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by
EntericBio II EntericBio
Real Time
VT2
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30.84

32.89
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Not
isolated
O111
U
U

O26

Liquid

O157

Liquid

O111
U
PCR
negative
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PCR
negative
O145
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O26
O145

Liquid
Liquid
Liquid

Not
isolated
O145
O157
O26

Liquid

O103
U

O26
Not
isolated
O157
O157 VT2
O26
VT1+VT2
O26

Liquid
Liquid
(Bloody)
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid

Liquid
Semi solid
Liquid
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Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Semi solid

Semi solid

O26
O157
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Solid
Liquid
Semi Solid
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27
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U
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VT2
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only)
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value not
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VT2

29.96
29.57
31.53
Not
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40.83
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VT1
VT2
VT1
VT2

23.9
24.0
33.4
33.4
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38
39

VT2
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41

VT2
VT2
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43
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VT1+VT2
VT2

U

U
O145
O157
Not
isolated
U

(Bloody)
Bloody liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Semi solid

O145
Not
isolated
O145

O157
O26
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Semi solid

O145

U
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Semi solid,
bloody
Semi solid

O111

U

Semi solid

O111

U

Semi solid

O111

Semi solid

O111
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detected
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isolated
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isolated
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U
U

Semi solid
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O145
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Not
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Rinse (Bloody
and
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by
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EntericBio II EntericBio
Real Time
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VT2
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Not
available
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(B) Patient demographics and data collection of samples.
Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Date collected
06/09/2012
21/08/2012
24/08/2012
02/07/2012
23/08/2012
12/09/2012
24/08/2012
20/08/2012
24/08/2012
25/06/2012
09/07/2012
01/10/2012
07/07/2012
11/08/2012
24/09/2012
15/04/2013
02/07/2012
30/08/2012
18/07/2012
03/09/2012
10/04/2013
22/06/2012
24/06/2012
26/08/2012
NA
02/09/2012
07/09/2012
25/09/2012
20/05/2013
20/06/2012
27/07/2012
08/08/2012
21/08/2012
05/05/2013
08/05/2013
11/05/2013
27/05/2013
31/05/2013

Month
18
17
17
16
17
18
17
17
17
15
16
19
16
17
18
25
16
17
16
18
25
15
15
17
NA
18
18
18
26
27
16
17
17
26
26
26
26
26

Sex
F
M
M
F
F
F
M
F
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
F
M
NA
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
M
F
M
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Age
64
59
88
2
0.9
86
0.9
69
75
1
54
75
36
2
82
0.2
61
69
65
81
70
75
7
3
NA
1
1
71
1
15
62
55
6
86
87
90
1
56

Serotype
O26
O157
O111
U
N
O157
O157
O145
O157
O26
O145
P
O145
O157
O26
O26
P
O157
O26,O157
O26
O26
O157
O157
O157
NA
O145
O157
P
U
O157
O26
O145
U
U
U
N
O111
P

Liquid

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

26/07/2012
09/10/2012
17/10/2012
17/10/2012
24/10/2012
17/04/2013
25/04/2013
26/04/2013
09/05/2013
13/05/2013
16/05/2013
20/05/2013
17/06/2013
01/07/2013
18/07/2013
18/07/2013
18/07/2013
19/07/2013
21/07/2013
25/07/2013
27/07/2013
28/07/2013
29/07/2013
30/07/2013
31/07/2013
31/07/2013
02/08/2013
04/08/2013
06/08/2013
09/08/2013
09/08/2013
09/08/2013
16/08/2013
16/08/2013
20/08/2013
21/08/2013
24/08/2013
23/08/2013
25/08/2013
25/08/2013
26/08/2013
28/08/2013
30/08/2013
05/09/2013
18/09/2013
18/09/2013

16
19
19
19
19
25
25
25
26
26
26
26
27
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
30
30
30

F
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
M
M
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
F
F
M
F
M
M
F
F
M
M
M
F
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82
76
28
52
10
37
0.7
22
1
7
3
16
55
76
52
10
37
0.7
22
1
28
13
3
5
5
8
8
0.7
40
12
40
7
85
12
31
73
65
62
71
36
27
2
82
0.7
77
56

O145
O157
O157
O26
O145
N
O157
P
P
U
O26
O103
U
P
O157
O26
U
O26
O103
O26
P
P
O26
O26
O26
P
O157
U
P
O157
O157
O26
O26
U
N
U
O157
O157
N
O157
U
O111
O157
P
N
N

85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98

19/09/2013
23/09/2013
24/09/2013
23/09/2013
03/10/2013
03/10/2013
10/10/2013
16/10/2013
29/10/2013
11/11/2013
11/11/2013
29/11/2013
06/01/2013
12/01/2013

30
30
30
30
31
31
31
31
31
32
32
32
22
22

F
F
M
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
F

75
26
81
26
4
23
0.9
47
55
10
85
37
60
64

N
O157
U
O157
O157
N
O145
P
N
O26
U
O26
O157
N

(C) Age distribution;

Age (yrs)
≤10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
81-90

2012
Isolates

%

Samples

%

2013
Isolates

%

Samples

%

10
3
2

41.7
12.5
8.3

16
5
2

47.7
14.3
5.7
2.9
5.7
14.3
8.6
2.9

19
5
4
6
2
3
4
6
6

34.5
9.1
7.3
10.9
3.6
5.5
7.3
10.9
10.9

21
6
6
6
2
5
5
6
6

33.3
9.5
9.5
9.5
3.2
7.9
7.9
9.5
9.5

1
5
2
1

4.2
20.8
8.3
4.2

1
2
5
3
1

2013
Isolates

%

Samples

%

19
5
4
6
2
3
4
6
6

34.5
9.1
7.3
10.9
3.6
5.5
7.3
10.9
10.9

21
6
6
6
2
5
5
6
6

33.3
9.5
9.5
9.5
3.2
7.9
7.9
9.5
9.5

All
Isolates
29
8
8
6
2
4
9
8
7

%

All
Isolates
29
8
8
6
2
4
9
8
7

%

36.7
10.1
10.1
7.6
2.5
5.1
11.4
10.1
8.9

All
Samples
37
11
8
6
3
7
10
9
7

%

All
Samples
37
11
8
6
3
7
10
9
7

%

37.8
11.2
8.2
6.1
3.1
7.1
10.2
9.2
7.2

(D) Sex distribution;

Age (yrs)
≤10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
81-90

2012
Isolates

%

Samples

%

10
3
2

41.7
12.5
8.3

16
5
2

47.7
14.3
5.7

1
5
2
1

4.2
20.8
8.3
4.2

1
2
5
3
1

2.9
5.7
14.3
8.6
2.9
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36.7
10.1
10.1
7.6
2.5
5.1
11.4
10.1
8.9

37.8
11.2
8.2
6.1
3.1
7.1
10.2
9.2
7.2

(E) VT distribution;

2012

Isolates
% of total isolates
Samples
% of total samples
Isolates
% of total isolates
Samples
% of total samples
Combined isolates
2012 and 2013
% of total isolates
Combined samples
2012 and 2013
% of total samples

2013

VT1
4
17.4
5
15.1
14
23
20
31.7
18

VT2
15
65.2
22
66.7
22
36
25
39.7
37

VT1 & VT2
4
17.4
6
18.2
25
41
18
28.6
29

21.4
25

44.1
47

34.5
24

26

49

25

Total
23
33
61
63
84

96

(F) Isolate serotype distribution 2012:

4.5

Isolate serotypes seen per month in Cork
during 2012.
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July '12
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2
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0.5
0

Serotype per month
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(G) Isolate serotype distribution 2013:

Isolate serotypes seen in Cork per month
O157
during 2013.
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Number of cases

9
8

O26

7

O103
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O111

5
4
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3

O145

2

Non-groupable

1
0

Serotype per month

Number

(H) Comparison of VTEC incidence in Cork 2012 and 2013.
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ABSTRACT

Campylobacter ureolyticus is the second most common campylobacter species isolated
in cases of acute gastroenteritis in Ireland, after C. jejuni, accounting for 25% of the
total cases. We provide the first evidence that C. ureolyticus is capable of inducing
acute infection in IL10 knockout mice, using a gastroenteritis-derived C. ureolyticus
strain. From this study it is clear that C. ureolyticus is capable of surviving
gastrointestinal transit and colonising the gastrointestinal tract of the murine host.
Furthermore, we have identified clinical symptoms of campylobacterosis including
diarrhoea and gross pathological changes such as splenomegaly and colitis in this
animal model. These results may suggest a causal relationship between C. ureolyticus
and acute gastrointestinal disease in the susceptible host.

INTRODUCTION

Several thermophilic Campylobacter species, in particular Campylobacter jejuni are
well established pathogens in human disease (Moore et al., 2005), C. jejuni is
recognized as a globally distributed cause of human food-borne enteritis and has been
linked to chronic joint and neurological diseases (Dasti et al., 2010, Kaldor et al., 1992,
Young et al., 2007).
Developments in clinical and molecular microbiology have revealed the presence of
non-C. jejuni/ C. coli species in human disease, highlighting the intrinsic bias of routine
culture based diagnostics (Bullman et al., 2012, Man, 2011, McClurg et al., 2002).
Moreover, whole genome sequencing has provided a wealth of knowledge regarding
the possible virulence mechanisms employed by these emerging Campylobacter
species. Such studies have also emphasised the genetic heterogeneity not only between
species but also amongst members of a particular species (Bullman et al., 2013).
In silico analysis reveals that the C. ureolyticus genome encodes products which
encompass a number of known virulence mechanisms of pathogenic Campylobacter
spp. including adhesion and colonisation (CadF, PEB1, IcmF and FlpA), invasion (ciaB
and 16 virB-virD4 genes) and toxin production (S-layer RTX and ZOT) (Bullman et al.,
2013). Additionally, recent in vitro analysis by Burgos-Portugal has demonstrated that
C. ureolyticus is capable of colonizing and adhering to intestinal cells resulting in
cellular damage and microvillus degradation (Burgos-Portugal et al., 2012).
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As is the case with many of the emerging Campylobacteria, no reports of C. ureolyticus
in animal models have been presented to date. Previous attempts at establishing an
animal model mimicking human campylobacteriosis using the established pathogen C.
jejuni, have suffered from a lack of reproducibility, high costs and inadequate clinical
pathology.
Several studies have reported that colonization and development of gastrointestinal
symptoms is augmented when using immunodeficient or immune dysregulated mice.
For example, Bell and colleagues (Bell et al., 2013) demonstrated that C. jejuni induced
a strain dependent, distinct inflammatory response in IL-10−/− mice. Additionally,
Bereswill and Heimesaats’ research groups (Haag et al., 2012) revealed that C. jejuni
can induce rapid ulcerative colitis in gnotobiotic IL-10−/− mice.
Consequently, although there are advances in identifying a suitable animal model, no
single animal model is widely accepted and applied in the study of Campylobacter
infection.
The objective of the current study was to determine whether a clinical C. ureolyticus
strain of intestinal origin and the type strain DSM 20703 originally isolated from
amniotic fluid, could infect genetically modified, immunocompromised mice (IL-10−/−)
and mimic human Campylobacter infections.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains
C. ureolyticus type strain DSM 20703, and strain CIT025, a clinical isolate from a
human with recurrent diarrhoeal disease, were used. The isolates for inoculation were
recovered from -80 °C frozen storage. The cells were cultured on 5-7% blood agar
plates containing 2.5g sodium formate and 2.5g sodium fumarate (Sigma-Aldrich) per
Litre and incubated in an anaerobic atmosphere (anaerogen gas pack) at 37°C for 48 h.
The bacteria were harvested directly from plates and re-suspended in sterile phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) to a 1.0 McFarlands solution. One hundred microlitres of this
suspension was spread on fresh blood agar plates supplemented with sodium formate
and sodium fumarate. Plates were incubated anaearobically at 37°C for a maximum of
18 hours. Bacteria were harvested directly from plates, and washed twice and re113

suspended in ice-cold PBS to the required cell density (108 CFU/oral dose) determined
by optical density. C. jejuni cells were prepared as above, but sodium formate and
sodium fumarate were not added to the blood agar and plates were incubated
microaerophilically (CampyGen gas pack-Oxoid).

Mice zygosity testing and colitogenic bacteria screen
C57BL/6 IL-10−/− mice were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory (California, USA)
and bred under specific pathogen-free (SPF) conditions to several generations until
sufficient progeny were obtained. Tails were clipped and DNA was extracted from tail
clippings using REDExtract-N-Amp Tissue PCR kit (Sigma-Aldrich) according to
manufacturer’s instructions.
Mice were genotyped using the IL10 zygosity primers (Table 1) in accordance with the
protocol outlined by The Jackson Laboratory under standard PCR genotyping assays
(http://jaxmice.jax.org/strain/002251.html).
Prior to the trial, mice were observed for spontaneous colitis and faecal samples were
collected from all mice and tested for the presence of coloitogenic bacteria
(Helicobacter species, Campylobacter species, Enterococcus faecalis and Citrobacter
rodentium) by PCR using the primers outlined in Table 1.
All conventional PCR amplifications were performed in a 25µl reaction volume
containing 2µl DNA template (50ng/ μl), 0.5U HotStarTaq DNA Polymerase
(QIAGEN, West Sussex, UK; 203205), 2.5µl of 10X PCR buffer and 0.5µl 25mM
MgCl2 (provided with HotStarTaq DNA Polymerase), 4µl of dNTPs mixture (1.25mM
of each dNTP; Sigma-Aldrich Ireland Ltd. Arklow, Ireland), 1µl of each primer (25
pmol/µl; Eurofins MWG Operon, London, UK), and 14ul molecular grade water.
Thermal cycling conditions for all reactions were 94°C for 5 min, 35 cycles of 94°C for
30 s primer specific annealing temp (Table 1), and 72°C for 1min/kb of product.
Followed by a final elongation step at 72°C for 7min, PCR products were
electrophoresed through 1.5% agarose gels at 100 V for 40-60 min.
Male and female mice were caged separately, housed under filtered air, given sterile
water and fed a sterile diet. At 8 weeks of age, mice were transferred to the onsite
animal unit and housed under specific pathogen-free (SPF) conditions
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Experimental design
This short term, acute infection study consisted of 12 male IL-10−/− mice (in C57BL/10
background). The 12 animals were divided into 4 groups of 3. Group 1 were given a
sham dosed of PBS, group 2 were dosed with C. jejuni, group 3 were dosed with C.
ureolyticus DSM20703 and Group 4 were dosed with C. ureolyticus strain CIT025
Inoculation of mice was performed by oral gavage with approximately 108 viable CFU
of C. ureolyticus strains CIT025) and DSM20703 and C. jejuni in a total volume of 0.1
mL PBS on two consecutive days. PBS was given as a sham-dose and served as the
negative control.
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Table 1: Primers Zygosity testing and colitogenic bacterial screen
Target gene Annealing (°C)
Primers

Details

Organism

IMR7376 Mutant Reverse

IMR9573 Common

Sequence 5'-3'

CCA CAC GCG TCA CCT TAA TA

IL10 zygosity

CTT GCA CTA CCA AAG CCA CA

IMR9574 Wild type reverse

GTT ATT GTC TTC CCG GCT GT

E1.f

ATC AAG TAC AGT TAG TCT

Forward
Enterococcus faecalis

E2. R

Reverse

ACG ATT CAA AGC TAA CTG

ESPB1

Forward

TGA GAC AGT TGG CAC ATT GC
Citrobacter rodentium

ESPB2

Reverse

TGG TGG TAC AAC TCT TCG AGC

H276f

Forward

CTA TGA CGG GTA TCC GGC
Helicobacter spp.

H676r

Reverse

ATT CCA CCT ACC TCT CCC A

C412F

Forward

GGATGACACTTTTCGGAGC
Campylobacter spp.

C1288R

Reverse

CATTGTAGCACGTGTGTC
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il10

60

16S rRNA

48

espB

57

16S rRNA

52

16S rRNA

57

Clinical signs of campylobacterosis:
Mice were observed at least once per day for clinical signs including inactivity, lack of
responsiveness to stimulation, reduced eating or drinking, hunched posture,
piloerection, dehydration, and soft faeces or diarrhoea. All animal experimentation was
carried out in accordance with the recommendations and guidelines of UCC’s ethical
review board.
Sampling Procedures, Microbiological analysis and Histopathology
Mice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation. Tissue samples derived from the
gastrointestinal tract (ileum, ileocecal junction and large intestine) were collected in
parallel for histological and microbiological analyses. Tissue samples from spleen,
liver, kidneys and the gastrointestinal tract were collected under sterile conditions.
Additionally, the spleen to body weight ratio was recorded for each mouse.

Microbiological culture for C. ureolyticus
Faecal samples were homogenized in PBS and serial dilutions were plated onto Blood
agar (Oxoid), supplemented with 5-7% defibrinated horse blood (Oxoid), 2.5g of
sodium formate and 2.5g of sodium fumarate (Sigma Aldrich) per Litre, 20μg/ml of
vancomycin (Sigma Aldrich), 10μg/ml of naladixic acid (Sigma Aldrich) and plates
were prepared with and without 10 μg/ml of trimethoprim (Sigma Aldrich) and 10
μg/ml of rifampicin (Sigma Aldrich). Anaerobe Basal Agar (CM0972, Oxoid) with
10g/L agar (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) were prepared as described for the blood
agar. Tissue samples from the small and large intestine were streaked directly, cut side
down along the surface of the agar plates, additionally tissue samples were washed in
PBS and 100, 50, 10μl aliquots were spread onto selective agar plates. Plates were
incubated for up to 7 days under anaerobic conditions (Anaerogen Gas Pack, Oxoid)
and examined every 24 hours for the presence of suspect C. ureolyticus colonies.
Tissue samples from the spleen, liver, kidneys, small intestine, large intestine and faecal
samples were placed in a PBS and 40% glycerol solution and stored at -20°C for
subsequent analysis and DNA extraction.
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Tissues for histological evaluation were obtained from the ileocecal junction and 4
regions of the large intestines. Sections were immediately fixed in 10% buffered
formalin overnight (Sigma Aldrich). Tissue samples were processed using an automated
tissue processer. Sections were cut at 3µm on an semi-automated microtome (Leica
RM2255), and stained with haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) on a Leica XL auto-stainer.
H&E slides were examined blindly by two pathologists under a light microscope
(Olympics, BX51, 40x magnification). The grade and degree of inflammation was
assessed based upon the previously described criterion by Dielemann et al. Gram-stain
was performed to identify the presence of bacteria.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains
C. ureolyticus type strain DSM 20703, and strain CIT025, a clinical isolate from a
human with recurrent diarrhoeal disease, were used. The isolates for inoculation were
recovered from -80 °C frozen storage. The cells were cultured on 5-7% blood agar
plates containing 2.5g sodium formate and 2.5g sodium fumarate (Sigma-Aldrich) per
Litre and incubated in an anaerobic atmosphere (anaerogen gas pack) at 37°C for 48 h.
The bacteria were harvested directly from plates and re-suspended in sterile phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) to a 1.0 McFarlands solution. One hundred microlitres of this
suspension was spread on fresh blood agar plates supplemented with sodium formate
and sodium fumarate. Plates were incubated anaearobically at 37°C for a maximum of
18 hours. Bacteria were harvested directly from plates, and washed twice and resuspended in ice-cold PBS to the required cell density (108 CFU/oral dose) determined
by optical density. C. jejuni cells were prepared as above, but sodium formate and
sodium fumarate were not added to the blood agar and plates were incubated
microaerophilically (CampyGen gas pack-Oxoid).
Mice zygosity testing and colitogenic bacteria screen
C57BL/6 IL-10−/− mice were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory (California, USA)
and bred under specific pathogen-free (SPF) conditions to several generations until
sufficient progeny were obtained. Tails were clipped and DNA was extracted from tail
clippings using REDExtract-N-Amp Tissue PCR kit (Sigma-Aldrich) according to
manufacturer’s instructions.
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Mice were genotyped using the IL10 zygosity primers (Table 1) in accordance with the
protocol outlined by The Jackson Laboratory under standard PCR genotyping assays
(http://jaxmice.jax.org/strain/002251.html).
Prior to the trial, mice were observed for spontaneous colitis and faecal samples were
collected from all mice and tested for the presence of coloitogenic bacteria
(Helicobacter species, Campylobacter species, Enterococcus faecalis and Citrobacter
rodentium) by PCR using the primers outlined in Table 1.
All conventional PCR amplifications were performed in a 25µl reaction volume
containing 2µl DNA template (50ng/ μl), 0.5U HotStarTaq DNA Polymerase
(QIAGEN, West Sussex, UK; 203205), 2.5µl of 10X PCR buffer and 0.5µl 25mM
MgCl2 (provided with HotStarTaq DNA Polymerase), 4µl of dNTPs mixture (1.25mM
of each dNTP; Sigma-Aldrich Ireland Ltd. Arklow, Ireland), 1µl of each primer (25
pmol/µl; Eurofins MWG Operon, London, UK), and 14ul molecular grade water.
Thermal cycling conditions for all reactions were 94°C for 5 min, 35 cycles of 94°C for
30 s primer specific annealing temp (Table 1), and 72°C for 1min/kb of product.
Followed by a final elongation step at 72°C for 7min, PCR products were
electrophoresed through 1.5% agarose gels at 100 V for 40-60 min.
Male and female mice were caged separately, housed under filtered air, given sterile
water and fed a sterile diet. At 8 weeks of age, mice were transferred to the onsite
animal unit and housed under specific pathogen-free (SPF) conditions
Experimental design
This short term, acute infection study consisted of 12 male IL-10−/− mice (in C57BL/10
background). The 12 animals were divided into 4 groups of 3. Group 1 were given a
sham dosed of PBS, group 2 were dosed with C. jejuni, group 3 were dosed with C.
ureolyticus DSM20703 and Group 4 were dosed with C. ureolyticus strain CIT025
Inoculation of mice was performed by oral gavage with approximately 108 viable CFU
of C. ureolyticus strains CIT025) and DSM20703 and C. jejuni in a total volume of 0.1
mL PBS on two consecutive days. PBS was given as a sham-dose and served as the
negative control.
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Table 1: Primers Zygosity testing and colitogenic bacterial screen
Target gene Annealing (°C)
Primers

Details

Organism

IMR7376 Mutant Reverse

IMR9573 Common

Sequence 5'-3'

CCA CAC GCG TCA CCT TAA TA

IL10 zygosity

CTT GCA CTA CCA AAG CCA CA

IMR9574 Wild type reverse

GTT ATT GTC TTC CCG GCT GT

E1.f

ATC AAG TAC AGT TAG TCT

Forward
Enterococcus faecalis

E2. R

Reverse

ACG ATT CAA AGC TAA CTG

ESPB1

Forward

TGA GAC AGT TGG CAC ATT GC
Citrobacter rodentium

ESPB2

Reverse

TGG TGG TAC AAC TCT TCG AGC

H276f

Forward

CTA TGA CGG GTA TCC GGC
Helicobacter spp.

H676r

Reverse

ATT CCA CCT ACC TCT CCC A

C412F

Forward

GGATGACACTTTTCGGAGC
Campylobacter spp.

C1288R

Reverse

CATTGTAGCACGTGTGTC
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48
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16S rRNA

52

16S rRNA
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Clinical signs of campylobacterosis:
Mice were observed at least once per day for clinical signs including inactivity, lack of
responsiveness to stimulation, reduced eating or drinking, hunched posture, piloerection,
dehydration, and soft faeces or diarrhoea. All animal experimentation was carried out in
accordance with the recommendations and guidelines of UCC’s ethical review board.
Sampling Procedures, Microbiological analysis and Histopathology
Mice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation. Tissue samples derived from the gastrointestinal
tract (ileum, ileocecal junction and large intestine) were collected in parallel for histological
and microbiological analyses. Tissue samples from spleen, liver, kidneys and the
gastrointestinal tract were collected under sterile conditions. Additionally, the spleen to body
weight ratio was recorded for each mouse.

Microbiological culture for C. ureolyticus
Faecal samples were homogenized in PBS and serial dilutions were plated onto Blood agar
(Oxoid), supplemented with 5-7% defibrinated horse blood (Oxoid), 2.5g of sodium formate
and 2.5g of sodium fumarate (Sigma Aldrich) per Litre, 20μg/ml of vancomycin (Sigma
Aldrich), 10μg/ml of naladixic acid (Sigma Aldrich) and plates were prepared with and
without 10 μg/ml of trimethoprim (Sigma Aldrich) and 10 μg/ml of rifampicin (Sigma
Aldrich). Anaerobe Basal Agar (CM0972, Oxoid) with 10g/L agar (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO) were prepared as described for the blood agar. Tissue samples from the small and large
intestine were streaked directly, cut side down along the surface of the agar plates,
additionally tissue samples were washed in PBS and 100, 50, 10μl aliquots were spread onto
selective agar plates. Plates were incubated for up to 7 days under anaerobic conditions
(Anaerogen Gas Pack, Oxoid) and examined every 24 hours for the presence of suspect C.
ureolyticus colonies.
Tissue samples from the spleen, liver, kidneys, small intestine, large intestine and faecal
samples were placed in a PBS and 40% glycerol solution and stored at -20°C for subsequent
analysis and DNA extraction.
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Tissues for histological evaluation were obtained from the ileocecal junction and 4 regions of
the large intestines. Sections were immediately fixed in 10% buffered formalin overnight
(Sigma Aldrich). Tissue samples were processed using an automated tissue processer.
Sections were cut at 3µm on an semi-automated microtome (Leica RM2255), and stained
with haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) on a Leica XL auto-stainer. H&E slides were examined
blindly by two pathologists under a light microscope (Olympics, BX51, 40x magnification).
The grade and degree of inflammation was assessed based upon the previously described
criterion by Dielemann et al. Gram-stain was performed to identify the presence of bacteria.

SDS-PAGE
Protein profile analysis was performed on C. ureolyticus culture positive samples to confirm
that the isolate detected was the particular C. ureolyticus strain originally administered to the
animal by oral gavage.
Colonies were sub-cultured twice on 5-7% Blood Agar plates and incubated anaerobically at
37°C for 48 hours. Cells were harvested in ice cold PBS and washed twice by centrifugation
at 7,500 x g for 8 mins. Soluble proteins were extracted from the packed cells using B-PER
Protein Extraction Reagents (Thermo Scientific), as per manufacturer’s guidelines. Soluble
protein was quantified using the bicinchoninic acid method (Pierce) and bovine serum
albumin as a standard. Proteins were separated according to their electrophoretic mobility in
a sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel (SDS-PAGE). Briefly, lysed proteins of 20 μg
were re-suspended in 1:1 SDS-PAGE sample buffer (0.5 M Tris pH 6.8, 25% glycerol, 2%
SDS, 31 mg ml-1 DTT, 1 μg ml-1 bromophenol blue). For electrophoretic analysis, proteins
were linearised by boiling for 5 min, and resolved on 12% (w/v) resolving and 5% (w/v)
stacking acrylamide gels for 1.5 h at 100 V. The SDS-PAGE system used was the MiniPROTEAN Tetra Cell Electrophoresis System (Bio-Rad). The size of sample proteins was
determined by comparing with PageRuler Plus Prestained Protein Ladder, 10 to 250kDa
(Pierce, 26619, ThermoScientific). Gels were stained using Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250
(Bio-Rad).
SDS-PAGE
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Protein profile analysis was performed on C. ureolyticus culture positive samples to confirm
that the isolate detected was the particular C. ureolyticus strain originally administered to the
animal by oral gavage.
Colonies were sub-cultured twice on 5-7% Blood Agar plates and incubated anaerobically at
37°C for 48 hours. Cells were harvested in ice cold PBS and washed twice by centrifugation
at 7,500 x g for 8 mins. Soluble proteins were extracted from the packed cells using B-PER
Protein Extraction Reagents (Thermo Scientific), as per manufacturer’s guidelines. Soluble
protein was quantified using the bicinchoninic acid method (Pierce) and bovine serum
albumin as a standard. Proteins were separated according to their electrophoretic mobility in
a sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel (SDS-PAGE). Briefly, lysed proteins of 20 μg
were re-suspended in 1:1 SDS-PAGE sample buffer (0.5 M Tris pH 6.8, 25% glycerol, 2%
SDS, 31 mg ml-1 DTT, 1 μg ml-1 bromophenol blue). For electrophoretic analysis, proteins
were linearised by boiling for 5 min, and resolved on 12% (w/v) resolving and 5% (w/v)
stacking acrylamide gels for 1.5 h at 100 V. The SDS-PAGE system used was the MiniPROTEAN Tetra Cell Electrophoresis System (Bio-Rad). The size of sample proteins was
determined by comparing with PageRuler Plus Prestained Protein Ladder, 10 to 250kDa
(Pierce, 26619, ThermoScientific). Gels were stained using Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250
(Bio-Rad).
Design of Real time PCR assay for the absolute quantification of C. ureolyticus
The Roche hydro-probe based absolution quantification assay was chosen due to the high
specificity employed by the 8-mer hydro-probe along with the specific primers.
Multiple sequence alignments employing Clustal W were conducted on the 16S rRNA, 23S
rRNA, hsp60 (cpn60) and the ureC gene sequences of C. ureolyticus clinical isolates and
type strain DSM 20703 against those of Campylobacter, Helicobacter and Arcobacter
species available within the NCBI database. C. ureolyticus species alignments were
conducted initially to identify regions that are highly conserved between strains, those
candidate regions were then compared to other members within the Campylobacter genus
along with Helicobacter and Arcobacter species.
Based upon the criteria for the RT-qPCR assay requiring the product to be approx. 80-120bp
in length and the Tm of the specific primer to be 60°C, only two regions were deemed
suitable (Table 2). The first was within the hsp60 gene of C. ureolyticus producing a product
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of 107bp, the second was within the ureC gene of C. ureolyticus producing a 101bp product.
Probes were selected using the Roche Assay design centre, ProbeFinder ‘Universal
ProbeLibrary

for

Other

organism’

online

program

(www.roche-applied-

science.com/sis/rtpcr/upl/ezhome.html).
The specificity of both primer pairs were initially tested using conventional PCR with DNA
extracted from C. jejuni, C. Coli, C. Lari, C. upsaliensis, C. hyointestinalis, C. fetus, C.
concisus, A. nitrofigilis and H. pylori. Subsequently, the ureC specific primers were tested
against the DNA of 40 additional bacterial strains including E. coli K12, Lactococcus lactis,
Proteus mirabilis, Staphlococcus aureus, Streptococcus pyogenes, Enterococcus faecalis,
Mycobacterium avium paratuberculosis, Bacillus subtilis, Bacteroides fragilis and Wolinella
succinogenes.

All conventional PCR amplifications were prepared as described above. The thermal cycling
conditions for all reactions were 94°C for 5 min, 35 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 60°C for 30 s,
and 72°C for 30s. PCR products were electrophoresed through 2% (w/v) agarose gels at 100
V for 40-60 min.
Optimisation of RT-qPCR assay and preparation of standard curve
All real-time PCR experiments were carried out with the Roche LightCycler® 480 probe
master using the mono hydrolysis probe settings. Absolute quantification analyses were
performed using the Second Derivative Maximum method. The primer concentration within
the range of 0.3-1μM was assessed initially using 0.1μM probe. The optimum primer
concentration of 0.6μM was then used to determine the optimum probe concentration within
the range of 0.05-0.2μM. C. ureolyticus DNA was normalised to 50ng/μl.
Standard curves were prepared using the primer and probe concentrations of 0.6μM and
0.1μM respectively. C. ureolyticus DNA standards ranged from 101 -108 copy numbers based
on a 1.7Mb genome (copy number to mass conversion factor of 1.863 x 10-3 pg), and were
analysed in triplicate. RT-qPCR reactions were prepared to a final volume of 20μl; including
5μl of DNA standard, 10μl Probes Master reagent, 2μl of a 10X primer: probe mix and 3μl
PCR grade water.
The RT-qPCR reaction involved pre-incubation, amplification, and cooling (Table 3).
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Sample assays were performed as described for the standards. The standard curve was
imported and used to calculate the absolute copy number of C. ureolyticus genomic DNA
within the particular sample.

DNA extraction:
DNA was extracted from the faecal pellets and tissue samples using QIAamp DNA stool
mini kit and DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen, UK) respectively, following the
manufacturer’s guidelines. Prior to DNA extractions the weight of whole tissue samples and
faecal pellets were recorded and tissue samples were homogenised in stomacher bags (VWR,
Dublin). DNA was extracted from entire faecal pellets and a max of 25mg of tissue (max
10mg for spleen), eluted in 180μl of extraction buffer and stored at -20°C until analysis.
Table 2: RT-qPCR primers
Primer

Sequence 5’- 3’

C.ure QHSP60 F

ACCAGTTCTTGAAAAAGTTCAACAAAGT

Annealing
(°C)

Probe 5’-3’
(#)

Product
(bp)

60

GCTGAGGA
(73)

107

60

GAGCAGCA
(132)

101

C.ure QGTTTATTAACAACCAAAGTAGCTAAAGCT
HSP60 R
C.ure QureC F
C.ure QureC R

GAAAAGGAAGTGGTGCAAATTTAGG

GAAGCTTCTAGAGAAAAATTTAAAGCTGAT

Table 3: RT-qPCR conditions
Steps

Acquisition Mode

Hold

Ramp rate

None

5 min

4.4

Pre-incubation
95°C
Amplification (X40 cycles)
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95°C

None

10 sec

4.4

Primer: 60°C

None

15 sec

2.2

72°C

Single

1 sec

4.4

None

10 sec

1.5

Cooling
40°C

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Although Campylobacter species, in particular C. jejuni, are recognised as the most common
cause of bacterial gastroenteritis in the developed world (Moore et al., 2005), their virulence
mechanisms and immunopathology remain poorly understood (Hofreuter, 2014).
As might be expected, the limitations associated with investigating C. jejuni pathogenesis
also affects the atypical and emerging Campylobacter species. Although many of these
species have had a long standing role in human infection (Duerden et al.,1989, Moore et al.,
2005) and are currently presenting at new sites in human disease (Bullman et al., 2011a,
Man, 2011, Mukhopadhya et al., 2011), there is still a paucity of molecular analysis to
substantiate their positions in human pathology (Man, 2011).
Our recent report on the whole genome analysis of two C. ureolyticus strains provides a
catalogue of putative virulence genes within this organism. Furthermore, the functional
screen of a genomic bank of C. ureolyticus strain CIT025 complements the genomic analysis
and has led to the identification of likely virulence factors, including a beta-haemolysin and
extracellular protease (unpublished data). Given that C. ureolyticus has been detected as the
sole pathogen in patients with diarrhoeal illness, (Bullman et al, 2011), we suggest that this
organism may be an important emerging gastrointestinal pathogen.
Herein, we provide the first animal model of C. ureolyticus infection, whereby we assessed
the ability of the human diarrhoeal isolate C. ureolyticus strain CIT025 and type strain DSM
20703 to survive gastrointestinal transit, to establish within the host gut and to be the sole
pathogen recoverable from a murine model presenting with clinical symptoms of
campylobacterosis.
Recent studies involving C. jejuni have demonstrated the C57BL/6 IL-10−/− mice facilitate
Campylobacter colonisation and may mimic human infection (Bell et al., 2013, Haag et al.,
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2012, Mansfield et al., 2007). Furthermore, it was noted that IL-10−/− mice may develop
spontaneous colitis and a C57BL/6 background was chosen as these animal were reported to
be resistant to the development of spontaneous colitis when kept under clean helicobacterfree conditions (Hale and Greer, 2012). The clinical isolate C. ureolyticus strain CIT025 was
selected owing to its presence in an elderly patient with persistent diarrhoea. This strain was
isolated on two separate occasions from the faeces of this patient during the course of an
episode of diarrhoea lasting >3 weeks.
The difficulties in culturing methods to obtain accurate colony counts for C. ureolyticus
include switching of colony morphology, cell aggregation/ clumping and spreading merging
colonies. Thus RT-qPCR was employed for absolute quantification of C. ureolyticus cells
from animal samples. The RT-qPCR assay targeting the ureC gene proved to be highly
specific.
Standard curves with copy numbers ranging from 101-108 were prepared (Figure 1). At day 2
post inoculation (p.i), RT-qPCR demonstrated that C. ureolyticus strain CIT025 colonised the
gastrointestinal tract of all 3 animals with bacterial counts up to 6.7 x 104 per faecal pellet
(10mg) equivalent to 6.7 x 106 CFU/g of faeces (Figure 2). Furthermore, on day 2 p.i, 1 of the
3 animals (animal 4-1) within this group showed symptoms of gastroenteritis as indicated by
diarrhoea. Also, diarrhoea persisted with this animal into day 3 p.i.
Prior to C. ureolyticus inoculation, PCR confirmed that all animals were free from
colitogenic bacteria. There were no signs of clinical symptoms in the animals from the
control groups or the C. ureolyticus type strain DSM 20703.
Acute C. ureolyticus induced enterocolitis was further confirmed at necropsy whereby
shortening and thinking of the colon was observed in animal 4-1 in comparison to the healthy
controls (Figure 3). Furthermore, animal 4-1 presented with splenomegaly (Figure 4) with a
spleen to body weight ratio double that of the control animals (Table 4).
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Figure 1: RT-qPCR standard curve using the 2nd derivative maximum method. Standards were prepared in
triplicate and ranged from 108-101 copy numbers of ureC gene. As can be seen above, the detection limit of the
assay is 102 copy numbers. As there is one copy of the ureC gene within each C. ureolyticus genome each copy
number reflected one CFU. The lower image displays the sharp linear standard curve which begins to level past
the detection limit of 102 copy numbers. The error value of 0.0259 and efficiency value of 2.210 are within the
acceptable range.
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Table 4: Calculation of Spleen to Body Weight Ratio
Mouse Strain Administered Body Weight (g) Spleen (g) Spleen : Body Weight Ratio
1-1

PBS (Sham dose)

31.9

0.100

0.313 : 100

1-2

PBS (Sham dose)

27.5

0.080

0.291 : 100

1-3

PBS (Sham dose)

31.1

0.084

0.270 : 100

2-1

C. jejuni DSM4688

26.1

0.070

0.269 : 100

2-2

C. jejuni DSM4688

26.5

0.081

0.306 : 100

2-3

C. jejuni DSM4688

27.9

0.082

0.293 : 100

3-1

C. ureolyticus DSM20703

29.7

0.100

0.337 : 100

3-2

C. ureolyticus DSM20703

32.3

0.098

0.303 : 100

3-3

C. ureolyticus DSM20703

33.2

0.104

0.313 : 100

4-1

C. ureolyticus CIT025

25.3

0.159

0.629 : 100

4-2

C. ureolyticus CIT025

31.4

0.094

0.299 : 100

4-3

C. ureolyticus CIT025

27.5

0.08

0.291 : 100
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Figure 2: RT-qPCR of animal 4-1 tissue and faecal samples. The crossing points (Cp) of the large
intestine, faecal (F) pellet on Day 3, faecal (F) pellet on Day 2 and a region of the small intestine (ileum)
can be observed above. The concentration is calculated by extrapolation of the imported standard curve
against the concentration of the positive control in the assay.
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Figure 4: Gross pathology, colitis at necropsy. Image A represents a healthy animal with no clinical
symptoms of campylobacterosis. Image B represents the colon from animal 4-1, presenting with
diarrhoea. The colon appears shorter and thicker, with the loss of haustra definition in comparison to the
healthy control in image A.

Figure 5: Gross pathology, splenomegaly at necropsy. Image A represents a healthy animal with no
clinical symptoms of campylobacterosis. Image B represents the spleen from animal 4-1, presenting with
a spleen: bodyweight ratio double that of healthy controls.
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Although the RT-qPCR CP values for animal 4-1 spleen showed a negative result were
lower than the negative control, indicating the presence of C. ureolyticus within the
spleen, the high cell density of the splenic tissue resulted in abnormal curves and. are
currently being addressed to confirm the translocation of C. ureolyticus to the spleen.
The detection of Campylobacter DNA in the spleen post infection has been reported,
and is primarily due to the trafficking of Campylobacter engulfed neutrophils to the
spleen from the gastrointestinal tract and may result in increased splenocytes (Mixter et
al., 2003).
Furthermore, RT-qPCR detected C. ureolyticus in the ileum and colon of all 3 animals
within group 4. Animal 4-1 presented with the highest CFU of C. ureolyticus, with 3 X
106 and 1.6 X 106 CFU/g of tissue in the ileum and large intestine respectively (Figure
2).
In addition to the RT-qPCR results, C. ureolyticus was cultured from the ileum, large
intestine and faeces of animal 4-1. Moreover, protein profiles and molecular PCR
analysis of the C. ureolyticus isolated from animal 4-1 presenting with acute
gastroenteritis, matched those of C. ureolyticus strain CIT025. These results confirm
that C. ureolyticus strain CIT025 administered per-orally is capable of surviving
gastrointestinal transit and colonising the gastrointestinal tract of the murine host.
Furthermore, this animal presented with overt clinical symptoms of campylobacterosis
including diarrhoea and gross pathological changes including colitis.
Histopathological examination of the large intestine demonstrated infiltrating
neutrophils in the colonic epithelium with crypt abscesses in keeping with acute colitis
(Figure 6). In contrast, histological examination showed no signs of spontaneous colitis
in the negative control group. Moreover, the positive control group inoculated with C.
jejuni DSM 4688 did not present with any symptoms of campylobacterosis. It is likely
that the inoculum may have been too low for C. jejuni to establish infection, as previous
in vivo studies have employed 109 CFU/ inoculum administered on three consecutive
days (Hodgson et al., 1998).
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Figure 6: Hematoxylin and eosin staining the colon of animal 4-1. Image A: Low power view (4x). Focal
acute inflammation is seen at arrow within architecturally normal colonic mucosa. Image B: High view
(20x). Arrow identifies a crypt full of neutrophils (crypt abscess) in keeping with acute colitis. Image. C:
High power view (40x). Arrow notes the presence of crypt abscess within the colonic mucosa.
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CONCLUSIONS
In accordance with Koch’s postulates, we have identified C. ureolyticus as the second
most common campylobacter species in the faeces of human patients with
gastroenteritis. We have isolated C. ureolyticus from patients with diarrhoeal illness, and
have grown it in pure culture. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that the cultured C.
ureolyticus can cause acute gastroenteritis when introduced into a healthy animal model.
Finally, we have re-isolated C. ureolyticus from the inoculated diseased experimental
host, and have identified it as being identical to the original specific causative agent
through protein profiles.
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